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SENATE DOCKET, NO. 61 FILED ON: 111312015

S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io. 740
By Ms. Creem, a petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 740) of Cynthia S. Creem, William N.
Brownsberger, Daniel J. Ryan, Evandro C. Carvalho and other members of the General Court for
legislation relative to special juveniles. The Judiciary.

[SIMILAR MATTER FILED TN PREVIOUS SESSION
SEE SENATE, NO. 684 OF 2013-2014.]

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

In the One Hundred and Eighty-Ninth General Court
(2015-2016)

An Act relative to special juveniles.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General Court assembled, and by the authority
of the same, as follows:

SECTION 1. Said chapter 119 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby further

2 amended by adding the following new section:--Section 39DD. (a) For the purposes of this

3 section, the term “dependent on the court” shall mean subject to the jurisdiction of the court for

4 the findings, orders, and referrals enumerated in this section but shall not constitute a finding of

5 legal incompetence.

6 (b) The divisions of the probate and family court department shall hear petitions of

7 persons, who have attained the age of 18 but remain under the age of 21, seeking a determination

8 that, as a result of abuse, neglect, or abandonment that the petitioner suffered as a child, it is in

9 the best interest of the petitioner not to return to the petitioner’s or the petitioner’s parent’s

19 previous country of nationality or country of last habitual residence.
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11 (c) Upon reviewing the petition and any supporting affidavits, the court shall issue

12 findings of fact which (1) declare the petitioner dependent upon the court as defined in this

13 section; (2) determine whether the petitioner suffered as a child from abuse, neglect or

14 abandonment as those terms are defined in 110 CMR 2.00, chapter 119 or in section 3 of chapter

15 210 of the General Laws; (3) determine whether reunification with one or both parents is not

16 viable due to the abuse, neglect, or abandonment; and (4) determine whether as a result of the

17 abuse, neglect or abandonment, it is not in the petitioner’s best interest to be returned to the

18 petitioner’s or the petitioner’s parent’s previous country of nationality or country of last habitual

19 residence.

20 The health and safety of the petitioner shall be of paramount, but not exclusive, concern

21 in the above determinations. When considering the health and safety of the petitioner, the court

22 shall consider whether the petitioner’s present or past living conditions will adversely affect his

23 physical, mental, moral or emotional health.

24 (d) The petitioner under this section may also request orders necessary to protect against

25 further abuse, including, but not limited to, filing a complaint for an abuse prevention order as

26 set out in chapter 209A of the General Laws.

27 (e) The court may refer the petitioner to a probation officer for assistance and such officer

28 shall have the authority to make referrals to an appropriate public or private organization or

29 person for psychiatric, psychological, educational, occupational, medical, dental or social

31 services. The petitioner may not be compelled to participate in the referrals.

31 (f) The court shall hear the petition and issue the findings of fact under this section before

32 the petitioner attains the age of 21.
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33 (g) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the divisions of the probate and

34 family court department or the juvenile court department from issuing similar findings of fact to

35 those in subsection (c) in any proceedings related to a child.
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

PRESENTED BY:
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Court assembled:
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Louis L. Kafka 8th Noifolk
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Timothy I Toomey, Jr. 26th Middlesex

Peter V. Kocot 1st Hampshire

Byron Rushing 9th Szffolk
Michael J. Barrett Third Middlesex

Jason M Lei’is Fifth Middlesex

Danielle W Gregoire 4th Middlesex

Gloria L. Fox 7th Szffolk
Lori A. Ehrlich 8th Essex

Jonathan He c/it 29th Middlesex

Jay R. Kaiif}nan 15th Middlesex

Kay Khan 11th Middlesex

Marcos A. Devers 16th Essex

Daniel Cullinane 12th Siffolk

Evandro C. Carvalho 5th Szffolk

Frank A. Moran 1 7th Essex
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Daniel M Donahue 16th Worcester

Paul R. Heroux 2nd Bristol
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HOUSE DOCKET, NO. 517 FILED ON: 1/13/2015

I1LJS1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iNo. 1418
By Mr. Kafka of Stoughton, a petition (accompanied by bill, House, No. 1418) of Louis L. Kafka
and others relative to petitions to the Juvenile Court or Probate Court on behalf of certain special
juveniles. The Judiciary.

[SIMILAR MATTER FILED IN PREVIOUS SESSION
SEE HOUSE, NO. 1414 OF 2013-2014.]

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

In the One Hundred and Eighty-Ninth General Court
(2015-2016)

An Act relative to special juveniles.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled, and by the authority
oft/ic same, as follows:

I SECTION 1. Said chapter 119 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby further

2 amended by adding the following new section:-

3 Section 39DD. (a) For the purposes of this section, the term “dependent on the court”

4 shall mean subject to the jurisdiction of the court for the findings, orders, and referrals

5 enumerated in this section but shall not constitute a finding of legal incompetence.

6 (b) The divisions of the probate and family court department shall hear petitions of

7 persons, who have attained the age of 18 but remain under the age of2I, seeking a determination

8 that, as a result of abuse, neglect, or abandonment that the petitioner suffered as a child, it is in
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9 the best interest of the petitioner not to return to the petitioner’s or the petitioners parent’s

10 previous country of nationality or country of last habitual residence.

11 (c) Upon reviewing the petition and any supporting affidavits, the court shall issue

12 findings of fact which (1) declare the petitioner dependent upon the court as defined in this

13 section; (2) determine whether the petitioner suffered as a child from abuse, neglect or

14 abandonment as those terms are defined in 110 CMR 2.00, chapter 119 or in section 3 of chapter

15 210 of the General Laws; (3) determine whether reunification with one or both parents is not

16 viable due to the abuse, neglect, or abandonment; and (4) determine whether as a result of the

17 abuse, neglect or abandonment, it is not in the petitioner’s best interest to be returned to the

18 petitioner’s or the petitioner’s parent’s previous country of nationality or country of last habitual

19 residence.

20 The health and safety of the petitioner shall be of paramount, but not exclusive, concern

21 in the above determinations. When considering the health and safety of the petitioner, the court

22 shall consider whether the petitioner’s present or past living conditions will adversely affect his

23 physical, mental, moral or emotional health.

24 (d) The petitioner under this section may also request orders necessary to protect against

25 further abuse, including, but not limited to. filing a complaint for an abuse prevention order as

26 set out in chapter 209A of the General Laws.

27 (e) The court may refer the petitioner to a probation officer for assistance and such officer

28 shall have the authority to make referrals to an appropriate public or private organization or

29 person for psychiatric, psychological, educational, occupational, medical, dental or social

30 services. The petitioner may not be compelled to participate in the referrals.
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31 (0 The court shall hear the petition and issue the findings of fact under this section before

32 the petitioner attains the age of 21.

33 (g) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the divisions of the probate and

34 family court department or the juvenile court department from issuing similar findings of fact to

35 those in subsection (c) in any proceedings related to a child.
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GREATER BOSTON I
LEGAL SERVICES

and justice for all

June 23, 2015

The Honorable William N. Brownsberger, Senate Chair
The Honorable John V. Fernandes, House Chair
Members, Joint Committee on the Judiciary Committee
State House, Room A-2
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

RE: An Act Relative to Special Juveniles
Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418

Dear Senator Brownsberger, Representative Fernandes, and Members of the Joint Committee on
the Judiciary:

We, Anne Mackin and Nancy Kelly, write to offer testimony in support of An Act
Relative to Special Juveniles, Massachusetts Senate Bill No. 740 and House of Representatives
Bill No. 1418.

We are currently employed as attorneys in the Immigration Unit at Greater Boston Legal
Services. Our work group has represented immigrant children for more than twenty years. Over
the last six years we have worked with over two hundred and fifty immigrant children who have
either been in removal proceedings before the Immigration Court or who otherwise needed a
means to stabilize their legal status in the United States. We have represented children from
countries all over the world including various African nations, Brazil, Guatemala, Honduras, El
Salvador and Haiti. We have also met children and young adults whom we have not been able to
assist because, due to their age (18 — 21), they could not access immigration relief that might
have otherwise been available to them.

Summary of the Issue

Especially relevant to this legislation is immigration relief for children and young adults
whom the United States Citizenship and Immigration Service (U.S.C.I.S.) calls “unaccompanied
children”. Federal Immigration law provides a mechanism for unaccompanied children who
have been abused, neglected or abandoned to seek Legal Permanent Resident (“LPR”) status in
the United States. To access this option, the unaccompanied child’ must first obtain certain

I uscs• interprets the use of the term “child” in section 235(d)(6) of the TVPRA 2008 to refer to the
definition of child found at section l01(b)(1) of the TNA, which states that a child is an unmarried person under 21
years of age. The SIJ definition found at section 101(l)(27)(J) of the fNA does not use the term “child”, but
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findings from a State Court. With those findings, the unaccompanied child may seek designation
as a “Special Immigrant Juvenile” (“SIJ”). If that designation is approved by U.S.C.I.S., then the
child may apply to become a permanent resident of the United States. Under federal
Immigration law, young people have the right to seek “SIJ” classification and then permanent
resident status as a “SIJ” until they are twenty-one years of age. However, under current
Massachusetts law, the Probate and Family Court has jurisdiction over the “child” only until age
18. So, if a young adult between the ages of 18 and 21 has never received a court assessment
and order about her/his situation prior to age 18, s/he has no statutory mechanism available to
access the immigration benefit under federal law to which s/he is legally entitled until age 21. It
is this gap which Senate Bill 740 and House of Representative Bill 418 seeks to address.

Federal Legislative Background

In the Immigration Act of 1990, Congress first created the classification of “special
immigrant juvenile,” which provided lawful permanent resident status to undocumented children
whose parents were unavailable to provide for their care and protection, and who were therefore
eligible for long-term foster care. 8 U.S.C. §1 101(a)(27)(J). Congress amended this statute in
1997 to require that a child be deemed eligible for long-term foster care due to abuse, neglect or
abandonment. However, the William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection
Reauthorization Act of 2008 (hereinafter, “the TVPRA”) (Pub. L. 110-457, 122 Stat. 5044
(2008)) further amended the eligibility requirements by eliminating the need to find a child
eligible for long-term foster care. Now, the State Court with authority over the juvenile, must
simply find that the child’s “reunification with one or both of the immigrant’s parents is not
viable due to abuse, neglect, abandonment, or a similar basis found under State law.” A copy of
the amended statute and the implementing regulations, 8 C.F.R. § 204.11 (which have not yet
been changed to comport with the TVPRA), are attached as “Group Exhibit A”.

As a prerequisite to applying to the U.S.C.I.S. for SIJ classification, there must be
specific findings by a state court having competent jurisdiction to make determinations about the
care and custody ofjuveniles.2 The required findings are that:

1) the immigrant has been declared dependent on a juvenile court located in the United
States or the court has legally committed or placed the immigrant in the custody of an
individual or entity appointed by a State or juvenile court located in the United States;

2) reunification with one or both parents is not viable due to abuse, abandonment or

U.S.C.I.S. has previously incorporated the child definition at section l01(b)(l) of the INA into the regulation
governing SIJ petitions. See Memorandum regarding “Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008:
Special Immigrant Juvenile Status Provisions” to Field Leadership from Donald Neufeld, U.S.C.IS. Acting
Associate Director, Domestic Operations and Pearl Chang, Acting Chief, Office of Policy & Strategy, dated March
24, 2009, # HQOPS 70/8.5, page 3, included in Group Exhibit A.

2 The statute makes reference to a “juvenile court”. See 8 USC §1 l0l(a)(27)(J)(i). The Regulations
provide that a juvenile court is a “court located in the United States having jurisdiction under State law to make
judicial determinations about the care and custody ofjuveniles”. 8 CFR §204.11. Thus, it is within the power of the
Probate and Family Court to make preliminary determinations required by the provision of the immigration laws
regarding juvenile status.
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neglect, or a similar basis found under State law; and

3) it is not in the child’s best interest to be returned to his/her country of origin.

I.N.A. § 101(a)(27)(J); 8 U.S.C. 1l0l(a)(27)(J); 8 C.F.R. § 204.11(a).

Once these findings are made, the child then has the option to seek designation as a “SIJ”
and ultimately permanent resident status. The INA includes statutory admissibility criteria
which are considered for every permanent resident application, including review of health issues,
immigration history, and any involvement in the criminal justice system, both in the U.S. and
abroad. Only the U.S.C.I.S. and the Department of Justice make immigration status
determinations for persons seeking permanent resident status through the SIJ process.

Process of Obtaining Lawful Permanent Residence As a Special Immigrant Juvenile

The process of obtaining lawful permanent residence through this avenue consists of
three steps. First the child must obtain the special findings from state court. Second, with the
requested findings, the child may file an application with the U.S.C.I.S. for classification as a
“special immigrant” under the provisions relating to juveniles. If that petition is approved, the
child may then file an application for adjustment of status before the U.S.C.I.S. or the
Immigration Court of the Executive Office for Immigration Review.3 If the application for
adjustment of status is approved, the child is granted lawful permanent resident status and
allowed to remain in the United States indefinitely.4 The child may then continue her/his
schooling and otherwise participate productively in the community.

Neither the statute nor the regulations governing Special Immigrant Juvenile status
contemplate participation by the Department of Homeland Security (hereinafter, “DHS”) in the
process before the state Court. Rather, the statute clearly places specific determinations within
the hands of state courts entrusted with the welfare of juveniles and defines the role of the DHS
as ultimately consenting to the grant of Special Immigrant Juvenile status. See 8 U.S.C.
1 101(1)27(J)(iii).

If an applicant is not an arriving alien and is in removal proceedings, jurisdiction over an application for
adjustment of status rests with the Immigration Judge. Succor v. Ashcroft, 394 F. 3d 8 (1st Cir. 2005). If an
applicant is an arriving alien or is not in removal proceedings, jurisdiction over an application for adjustment of
status rests with the U.S.C.I.S. Id.

The special findings requested in these cases will enable the child to apply to the U.S.C.I.S. for Special
Immigrant Juvenile classification pursuant to 8 U.S.C. § 1101 (a)(27)(J). The requested findings do not, in and of
themselves, entitle the child to such status or to lawful permanent residency within the United States. Rather, these
findings are preliminary determinations requisite to the filing of an application with the U.S.C.I.S. for Special
Immigrant Juvenile status. This status, if granted by the U.S.C.I.S., will enable the child to become a lawful
permanent resident of the United States, and the U.S.C.I.S. retains discretionary authority to deny or approve the
application.
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Why Senate Bill 740 and House of Representatives Bill 1418 Should be Enacted into Law

It is patently unfair that a young adult is barred from seeking the immigration benefit of
permanent resident status as a Special Immigrant Juvenile — a benefit that is available to her/him
until age 21 under federal law — simply because that young adult did not reach a Probate and
Family Court prior to her/his 18th birthday. Since the Probate and Family Court loses
jurisdiction over a Massachusetts resident as a “child” at the age of 18, there currently is no other
statutory cause of action available for the young adult between 18 and 21 to get her/himself
before the Probate and Family Court to request the findings required to access the immigration
benefit. Even though that young adult may have suffered abuse, abandonment, neglect or other
similar harm under Massachusetts state law, and that person’s history did not change at age 18,
the Probate and Family Court currently has no statutory mechanism to hear the case and make
the findings required once the young adult is 18.

Albeit in a somewhat different context, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
(“SJC”) has explicitly found that the Probate and Family Court may retain jurisdiction over a
child for dependency purposes even after that child has reached the age of eighteen. In Eccleston
v. Bankosky, 438 Mass. 428, 780 N.E. 2d 1266 (Mass. 2003) the SJC held that pursuant to its
equity powers under M.G.L. c. 215, §6, the Probate and Family Court could impose a post-
minority order on a child’s financially able noncustodial parent or parents, insofar as the child
was found not to be emancipated. The Court cited several Massachusetts statutory provisions
which specifically allow post-minority support and noted:

The Legislature has also enacted laws to ensure that children who
have “aged out” of foster care on reaching the age of eighteen
years receive postminority support to enable them to pursue
opportunities for education, rehabilitation, and training.
See G.L. c. 119, § 23.

Id., 438 Mass. 428 at 436, 780 N.E. 2d 1266 at 1273-1274, (2003)

The Court opined further:

In enacting such statutes, the Commonwealth has recognized that
merely attaining the age of eighteen years does not by itself endow
young people with the ability to be self-sufficient in the adult
world. Statutes providing for postminority support advance the
Legislature’s purposes to maintain children “as completely as
possible” from parental resources, see G.L. c. 11 9A, § 1, to protect
minor children of nonintact families from parental “underinvestment”,
see note 16, supra, and to encourage a skilled, educated workforce.

Yet there is a small category of children of nonintact families whose
needs for post-minority support the Legislature has not specifically
addressed. It is the category to which Caitlyn belongs: namely, children
who, prior to turning eighteen years old, have become wards of the State

14
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because their parents are found unfit to care for them and who, after
reaching eighteen years of age, continue to make their domicil with a
custodial adult who voluntarily provides for them. As to such children,
insofar as they are found to be “unemancipated” (that is, financially depen
dent), the equity powers granted to Probate and Family Court judges in G.L.
c. 215, § 6, are broad enough to permit a judge to impose a post-minority
support order on the child’s financially able noncustodial parent or parents.

Id., 438 Mass. 428 at 436, 437, 780 N.E. 2d 1266 at 1274, (2003)

The legislation proposed in Senate Bill 740 and House of Representative Bill 1418 seeks
far less than the child requested in the Eccieston v. Bankosky matter cited above. There are no
funds required and no state agency enforcement is involved. The young adults who could benefit
from the legislation simply seek the right and a mechanism to have their situation heard and
assessed by the Court with the expertise to hear matters of abuse, abandonment and neglect.
Should the Court see fit to do so, the proposed statute authorizes the Court to make referrals to
appropriate public and private organizations for services that might otherwise benefit the young
adult. These referrals are both discretionary and at no cost to the Court.

It is our experience that there are numerous children in Massachusetts who have come
here on their own, fleeing unsafe or abusive situations in their home country, as well as children
who were brought here by family members at a young age and who have made Massachusetts
their home. Indeed, for some, this is the only home they know. Among those who have been
here for a long time, many have done well, accomplished much, and for some, when they reach
18, there is nothing they can do to attain a permanent, valid legal status. This means that they
caimot legally work or further their education.5They are forced to live in the shadows. Whether a
young adult has been here for many years or is a recent arrival, many are living on their own and
cannot be re-united with their families due to abuse, abandonment or neglect. However, they
may never have known about the option to seek U.S.C.I.S. designation as a Special Immigrant
Juvenile and may not have ever gone to Probate and Family Court prior to their 18th birthday. It
is unjust that but for the fact there is no statutory avenue through which they can go to Probate
and Family Court to present themselves and their histories, they lose what may be their only
chance to permanently legalize their status in the United States, despite the fact that U.S.C.I.S.
and Department of Justice recognize their eligibility to apply for legal status until age 21.

on June 15, 2012, President Obama declared that certain children who had been in the United States prior
to their sixteenth birthdays, who have been in the United States since June 15, 2007, and met certain other criteria,
could be considered for a temporary immigration benefit called Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (“DACA”).
This allowed young people who met the designated criteria to be exempt from any government action to deport them
for two years from their date of deferred action approval and granted them permission to work. This was an
Executive Order from the President, NOT a change in the law. The Executive Order was renewed in 2014, allowing
DACA recipients to extend their status for a second two years. While President Obama attempted to extend the
reach of the DACA program through an Executive Order issued in November, 2014, that program has not been
implemented due to federal court litigation which ruled in a temporary restraining order to enjoin the program.
Even for those who applied under the original program, there currently is no path available to DACA designees to
obtain legal permanent residence in the United States based on their classification as a DACA recipient.
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If this bill were to be enacted into law, it could create a life-changing opportunity for
young adults who are craving the chance for an education and lives as productive residents of our
Commonwealth. They have much to offer and only need the chance to seek legalization of their
status in what they see as their permanent home. As a matter of equity and justice, we therefore
request that the committee approve Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1414 for enactment into law.

Respectfully submitted,

Anne Mackin
Staff Attorney

Nancy’Ke1l
Managing Attorney
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GROUP EXHIBIT A

1. 8 U.S.C. § 1101 Definitions; see “Special Immigrant” definition on

page 3, 8 U.S.C., § I 10I(a)(27)(J)

2. 8 U.S.C. § 1255. Adjustment of status of nonimmigrant to that of a

person admitted for permanent residence, See page 4, (h), application

to “special immigrants”

3. 8 C.F.R. § 204.11 (pages 5—6)

4. Memorandum regarding “Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization

Act of 2008: Special immigrant Juvenile Provisions” to Field Leadership

from Donald Neufeld, U.S.C.I.S. Acting Associate Director, Domestic

Operations and Pearl Chang, Acting Chief, Office of Policy & Strategy,

dated March 24, 2009, # HQOPS 70/8.5, page 3.
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(I) in the case of an alien described in clause
(i) who is under 21 yeal’s of age, the spouse,
children, unmarried siblings under 18 years of
age on the date on which such alien applied for
status under such clause, and parents of such
alien; or

(II) in the case of an alien described in
clause (i) who is 21 years of age or older, the
spouse and children of such alien; and
(iii) the criminal activity referred to in this

clause is that involving one or more of the follow
ing or any similar activity in violation of Federal,
State, or local criminal law: rape; torture; traf
ficking; incest; domestic violence; sexual assault;
abusive sexual contact; prostitution; sexual ex
ploitation; female genital mutilation; being held
hostage; peonage; involuntary servitude; slave
trade; kidnapping; abduction; unlawful criminal
restraint; false imprisonment; blackmail; extot
tion; manslaughter; murder; felonious assault;
witness tampering; obstruction of justice; perju
ry; or attempt, conspiracy, or solicitation to com
mit any of the above mentioned crimes; or

(V) subject to section 1184(q) of this title, an
alien who is the beneficiary (including a child of
the principal alien, if eligible to receive a visa
under section 1153(d) of this title) of a petition to
accord a status under section 1153(a)(2)(A) of this
title that was filed with the Attorney General
under section 1154 of this title on or before
December 21, 2000, if—

(i) such petition has been pending for 3
years or more; or

(ii) such petition has been approved, 3 years
or more have elapsed since such filing date,
and—

(I) an immigrant visa is not immediately
available to the alien because of a waiting list
of applicants for visas under section
1153(a)(2)(A) of this title; or

(II) the alien’s application for an imrni
grant visa, or the alien’s application for ad
justment of status under section 1255 of this
title, pursuant to the approval of such ieti
tion, remains pending.

(16) The term “immigrant visa” means an imini
grant visa required by this chapter and properly
issued by a consular officer at his office outside of
the United States to an eligible immigrant under
the provisions of this chapter.

(17) The terra ‘immigration laws” includes this
chapter and all laws, conventions, and treaties of the
United States relating to the immigration, exclu
sion, deportation, expulsion, or removal of aliens.

(18) The term “immigration officer” means any
employee or class of employees of the Service or of

Complete Annotations Materials,
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the United States designated by the Attorney Gen
eral, individually or by regulation, to perform the
functions of an immigration officer specified by this
chapter or any section of this title.

(19) The erm “ineligible to citizenship,” when
used in reference to any individual, means, notwith
standing the provisions of any treaty relating to
military service, an individual who is, or was at any
time permanently debalTed from becoming a citizen
of the United States under section 3(a) of the
Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, as
amended (54 Stat. 885; 55 Stat. 844), or under
section 4(a) of the Selective Service Act of 1948, as
amended (62 Stat. 605; 65 Stat. 76)[50 App.
U.S.C.A. 454(a)],,.oi: under any section of this chap
ter, or any other At, or under any law amendatory
of, supplementary to, or in substitution for, any of
such sections or Acts.

(20) The term “lawfully admitted for permanent
residence” means the status of having been lawfully
accorded the privilege of residing permanently in
the United States as an immigrant in accordance
with the immigration laws, such status not having
changed.

(21) The terra “national” means a person owing
permanent allegiance to a state.

(22) The term “national of the United States”
means (A) a citizen of the United States, on (B) a
person who, though not a citizen of the United
States, owes permanent allegiance to the United
States.

(23) The term “naturalization” means the confer
ring of nationality of a state upon a person after
birth, by any means whatsoever.

(24) Repealed. Pub.L. 102—232, Title III,
§ 305(m)(1), Dec. 12, 1991, 105 Stat. 1750.

(25) The term “noncombatant service” shall not
include service in which the individual is not subject
to military discipline, court martial, or does not
wear the uniform of any branch of the armed forces.

(26) The term “nonimmigrant visa” means a visa
properly issued to an alien as an eligible nonimmi
grant by a competent officer as provided in this
chapter.

(27) The term “special immigrant” means—
(A) an immigrant, lawfully admitted for per

manent residence, who is returning from a tempo
rary visit abroad;

(B) an immigrant who was a citizen of the
United States and may, under section 1435(a) or
1438 of this title, apply for reacqmsition of citizen
ship;

(C) an immigrant, and the immigrant’s spouse
and children if accompanying or following to join
the immigrant, who—

see litle 8 tJ.S.C.A.
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8 § 1101 IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITYINA § 101

(i) for at least 2 years immediately Preceding the time of application for admission, has
been a member of a religious denomination
having a bona fide nonprofit, religious organiza
tion in the United States;

(ii) seeks to enter the United States—
(I) solely for the purpose of carrying on

the vocation of a minister of that religious
denomination,

(II) before September 30, 2012, in order to
work for the organization at the request of
the organization in a professional capacity in
a religious vocation or occupation, or

(III) before September 30, 2012, in order
to work for the organization (or for a bona
fide organization which is affiliated with the
religious denomination and is exempt from
taxation as an organization described in sec
tion 501(c)(3) of Title 26) at the request of
the organization in a religious vocation or
occupation; and
(iii) has been carrying on such vocation, pro

fessional work, or other work continuously for
at least the 2—year period described in clause
(i);
(D) an immigrant who is an employee, or anhonorably retired former employee, of the UnitedStates Government abroad, or of the American

Institute in Taiwan, and who has perfonned faith
ful service for a total of fifteen years, or more,and his accompanying spouse and children; Pto
sided, That the principal officer of a Foreign
Service establishment (or, in the case of the
American Institute in Taiwan, the Director there
of), in his discretion, shall have recommended thegranting of special immigrant status to such alien
in exceptional circumstances and the Secretary ofState approves such recommendation and findsthat it is in the national interest to grant suchstatus;

(E) an immigrant, and his accompanying
spouse and children, who is or has been an employee of the Panama Canal Company or Canal
Zone Government before the date on which thePanama Canal Treaty of 1977 (as described in
section 3602(a)(I) of Title 22) enters into forceOctober 1, 1979], who was fevident in the CanalZone on the effective date of the exchange ofinstruments of ratification of such Treaty [April 1,1979], and who has performed faithful service assuch an employee for one year or more;

(F) art immigrant, and his accompanyingspouse and children, who is a Panamanian nation
al and (i) who, before the date on which suchPanama Canal Treaty of 1977 enters into force
[October 1, 1979), has been honorably retired
from United States Government employment in

n

-1

the Canal Zone with a total of 15 years or more of pai.agraph (1
faithful service, or (h) who, on the date on which resided and t
such Treaty enters into force, has been employed States for pe
by the United States Government in the Canal seven y5
Zone with a total of 15 years or more of faithful or for at
service and who subsequently is honorably retired this subpara
from such employment or continues to be em- aggiegatm
ployed by the United States Government in an the death 0

area of the former Canal Zone; nies a petiti’
(G) an immigrant, and his accompanying no later the

death or Sspouse and children, who was an employee of the
hhever UPanama Canal Company or Canal Zone Govern-
(lii) an iment on the effective date of the exchange of

instruments of rat.if cation of such Panama Canal employee C

Treaty of 1977 [April 1, 1979), who has performed and who
faithful service for five years or more as such an nonimmigr

resided antemployee, and whose personal safety, or the per-
States forsonal safety of whose spouse or children, as a
seven yealdirect result of such Treaty, is reasonably placed
visa or forin danger because of the special nature of any of

subpithat employment;
(11) an immigrant, and his accompanying aggregatI

the officespouse and children, who—
such bite(i) has graduated from a medical school or
petition fhas qualified to practice medicine in a foreign
later thastate,
retWemet(jj) was fully and permanently licensed to

practice medicine in a State on January 9, 1978,
(iv) arand was practicing medicine in a State on that

tired ofOdate,
special i(iii) entered the United States as a nonim-
big ormigrant under subsection (a)(15)(H) or employc(a)(15)(J) of this section before January 10,

(3) ar1978, and
States—(iv) has been continuously present in the

United States in the practice or study of medi- juvenelite since the (late of such entry;
(D(i) an immigrant who is the unmari-ied son placeor daughter of an officer or employee, or of a depaformer officer or employee, of an international

ty atorganization described in paragraph (15)(G)(i),
ed iiand who (I) while maintaining the status of a tionnonimmigrant under paragraph (15)(G)(iv) or nparagraph (15)(N), has resided and been physical-
menly present in the United States for periods wtal

ing at least one-half of the seven years before the miiidate of application for a visa or for adjustment of Istatus to a status under this subparagraph and
retifor a period or periods aggregating at least seven
couyears between the ages of five and 21 years, and
alt(11) applies for a visa or adjustment of status Iunder this subparagraph no later than his twenty-
lamfifth birthday or six months after October 24,
im1988, whichever is later;

(ii) an immigrant who is the surviving spouse
of a deceased officer or employee of such aninternational organization, and who (I) while
maintaining the status of a nonimmigrant under

—

11
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paragraph (15)(G)(iv) or paragraph (15)(N), has
resided and been physically present in the United
States for periods totaling at least one-half of the
seven years before the date of application for a
visa or for adjustment of status to a status under
this subparagraph anti for a period or periods
aggregating at least 15 yeats before the date of
the death of such officer or employee, and (II)
files a petition for status under this subparagraph
no later than six months after the date of such
death or six months after October 24, 1988,
whichever is later;

(iii) an immigrant who is a retired officer or
employee of such an international organization,
anti who (I) while maintaining the status of a
nonimmigrant under paragraph (15)(G)(iv), has
resided antI been physically present in the United
States for periods totaling at least one-half of the
seven years before the date of application for a
visa or for adjustment of status to a status under
this subparagraph and for a period or periods
aggregating at least 15 years before the date of
the officer or employee’s retirement from any
such international organization, and (II) flies a
petition for status under this subparagraph no
later than six months after the date of such
retirement or six months after October 25, 1994,
whichever is later; or

(iv) an immigrant who is the sponse of a re
tired officer or emploYee accorded the status of
special immigrant under clause (iii), accompany
ing or following to join such retired officer or
employee as a member of his immediate family;

(J) an immigrant vho is present in the United
States—

(I) who has been declared dependent on a
juvenile court located in the United States or
whom such a court has legally committed to, or
placed under the custody of, an agency or
department of a State, or an individual or enti
ty appointed by a State or juvenile court beat
ad in the United States, and whose reunifica
tion with I or both of’ the immigrant’s parents
is not viable due to abuse, neglect, abandon
ment, or a similar basis found under State law;

(ii) for whom it has been determined in ad
ministrative or judicial proceedings that ii.
would not be in the alien’s best interest to be
returned to the alien’s or parent’s previous
country of nationality or country of last habitu
al residence; and

(iii) in whose case the Secretary of Home
land Security consents to the grant of special
immigrant juvenile status, except that—

(I) no juvenile court has jurisdiction to
determine the custody status or placement of
an alien in the custody of the Secretary of’
Health and Human Services unless the Sec

8 § 1101
INA 1101

retary of H’ealth and Human Services specifi
cally consents to such jurisdiction; and

(II) no natural pal-eat or prior adoptive
parent of any alien provided special immi
grant status under this subparagraph shall
thereafter, by virtue of such parentage, be
accorded any right, privilege, or status under
this chapter;

(K) an immigrant who has served honorably on
active duty in the 41:med Forces of the United
States after October 15, 1978, and after original
lawful enlistment outside the United States (un
der a treaty or agreement in effect on October 1,
1991) for a period or periods aggregating—

(i) 12 years antI who, if separated from such
service, was never separated except under lion
orable conditions, or

(ii) 6 years, in the case of an immigrant who
is on active duty at the time of seeking special
immigrant status under this subparagraph and
who has reenlisted to incur a total active duty
service obligation of at least 12 years,

and the spouse or child of any such immigrant if
accompanying or following to join the immigrant,
but only if the executive department under which
the immigrant serves or served recommends the
granting of special immigrant status to the immi
grant;

CL) an immigrant who would be described in
clause (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) of subparagraph (I) if
any reference in such a clause—

(i) to an international organization described
in paragraph (15)(G)(i) were treated as a refer
ence to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO);

(ii) to a nonimmigrant under paragraph
(15)(G)(iv) were treated as a reference to a
nonimmigrant classifiable under NATO—6 (as
a member of a civilian component accompany
ing a force entering in accordance with the
provisions of the NATO Status-of-Forces
Agreement, a member of a civilian component
attached to or employed by an Allied Head
quarters under the “Protocol on the Status of
International Military Headquarters” set tip
pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty, or as a
dependent); and

(iii) to the Immigration Technical Correc
tions Act of 1988 or to the Immigration anti
Nationality Technical Corrections Act of 1994
were a reference to the American Competitive
ness and Workforce Improvement Act of 1998 2

(M) subject to the numerical limitations of sec
tion 1153(b)(4) of this title, an immigrant who seeks
to enter the United States to work as a broadcaster
in the United States for the Intei’national Broad
casting Bureau of the Broaclcasting Board of Cover-

Complete AnnotatIons Materials, see Title 8 U,S.C.A.
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(1) Except as provided in paragraph (3), an alien
who is seeking to receive an immigrant visa on the
basis of a marriage which was entered into during the
period described in paragraph (2) may not have the
alien’s status adjusted under subsection (a) of this
section.

(2) The period described in this paragraph is the
period during which administrative or judicial pro
ceedings are pending regarding the alien’s right to be
admitted or remain in the United States.

(3) Paragraph (1) and section 1154(g) of this title
shall not apply with respect to a marriage if the alien
establishes by clear and convincing evidence to the
satisfaction of the Attorney General that the marriage
was entered into in good faith and in accordance with
the laws of the place where the marriage took place
and the marriage was not entered into for the purpose
of procuring the alien’s admission as an immigrant
and no fee or other consideration was given (other
than a fee or other consideration to an attorney for
assistance in preparation of a lawful petition) for the
filing of a petition under section 1154(a) of this title or
subsection (d) or (p) of section 1134 of this title with
respect to the alien spouse or alien son or daughter.
In accordance with regulations, there shall be only one
level of administrative appellate review for each alien
under the previous sentence.

(f) Limitation on adjustment of status
The Attorney General may not adjust, under sub

section (a) of this section, the status of an alien
lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent
residence on a conditional basis under section 118Gb of
this title.

(g) Special immigrants
In applying this section to a special immigrant

described in section 1101(a)(27)(K) of this title, such
an immigrant shall be deemed, for purposes of subsec
tion (a) of this section, to have been paroled into the
United States.

(h) Application with respect to special immigrants
In applying this section t a special immigrant

described in section 1101(a)(27)(J)of this title—
(1) such an immigrant shall be deemed, for pur

poses of subsection (a) of this section, to have been
paroled into the United States; and

(2) in determining the alien’s admissibility as an
immigrant—

(A) paragraphs (4), (5)(A), (6)(A), (6)(C), (6)(D),
(7)(A), and (9)(B) of section 1182(a) of this title
shall not apply; and

(B) the Attorney General may waive other
paragraphs of section 1182(a) of this title (other
than paragraphs (2)(A), (2)(B). (2)(C) (except for

8 § 1255
INA §245

so much of such paragraph as related to a single
offense of simple possession of 30 grams or less of
marijuana), (3)(A), (3)(B), (3)(C), and (3)(E)) in
the case of individual aliens for humanitarian
purposes, family unity, or when it is otherwise in
the public interest.

The relationship between an alien and the alien’s
natural parents or prior adoptive parents shall not be
considered a factor in making a waiver under para
graph (2)(B). Nothing in this subsection or section
110l(a)(27)(J) of this title shall be construed as autho
rizing an alien to apply for admission or be admitted
to the United States in order to obtain special immi
grant status described in such section.

(i) Adjustment in status of certain aliens physical
ly present in United States

(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections
(a) and (c) of this section, an alien physically present
in the United States—

(A) who—
(i) entered the United States without inspec

tion; or
(ii) is within one of the classes enumerated in

subsection (c) of this section;
(B) who is the beneficiary (including a spouse or

child of the principal alien, H, eligible to receive a
visa under section 1153(d) of this title) of—

(ii a petition for classification under section
1154 of this title that was filed with the Attorney
General on or before April 30, 2001; or

(ii) an application for a labor certification un
der section 1182(a)(5)(A) of this title that was
filed pursuant to the regulations of the Secretary
of Labor on or before such date; and
(C) ‘ho, in the case of a beneficiary of a petition

for classification, or an application for labor certifi
cation, described in subparagraph (B) that was filed
after January 14, 1998, is physically present in the
United States on December 21, 2000;

may apply to the Attorney General for the adjustment
of his or her status to that of an alien lawfully
admitted for permanent residence. The Attorney
General may accept such application only if the alien
remits with such application a sum equalling S1,000 as
of the date of receipt of the application, but such sum
shall not be required from a child under the age of
seventeen, or an alien who is the spouse or unmarried
child of an individual who obtained temporary or
permanent resident status under section 11(50 or 1255a
of this title or section 202 of the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986 at any date, who—

(i) as of May 5, 1988, was the unmarried child or
spouse of the individual who obtained temporary or
permanent resident status under section 1160 or

ADJUSTMENT; CHANGE OF STATUS
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8 C.F.R. § 204.11
(c) Filing requirements—
(1) Application form and time limits. A petition toclassify an alien under section 203(b)(2)(A) ct the Actas a scientist from the eligible independent states ofthe former Soviet Union or the Baltic states must betiled on Form 1—140, Immigrant Petition for MienWorker. The petition may be filed by thc alien, or byanyone on the alien’s behalf. Such petition must beproperly filed with all initial evidence described inparagraph Ce) of this section by September 30, 2006 orbefore the limit of 950 visas has been reached, whichever is earliest. To clari’ that the petition is for aSoviet scientist, the petitioner should clearly print thewords “SOVIET SCIENTIST” in Part 2 of Form1—140 and check block “d”, indicating the petition isfor a member of the professions holding an advanceddegree or an alien of exceptional ability.

(2) (Reserved by 74 FR 26937]
(d) Priority date. The priority date of any petitionfiled for this classification is the date the completed,signed petition (including all initial evidence as definedin paragraph Ce) of this section and the correct fee) isproperly filed with the USCIS.
(e) Initial evidence. The petition must be accompanied by:
(1) Evidence that the alien is a national of one ofthe independent states of the former Soviet Union orone of the Baltic States as defined in paragraph (b) ofthis section. Such evidence may include, but is notlimited to, identifying page(s) from a passport issuedby the former Soviet Union, or by one of the inclependent or Baltic states; and
(2) A letter from the Department of State, Bureauof Nonproliferation that verifies that the alien possesses expertise in nuclear, chemical, biological, or otherhigh-technology field or who has prior or current workexperience in high-technology defense projects whichare clearly applicable to the design, development, orproduction of ballistic missiles, nuclear, biological.chemical, or other high-technology weapons of massdestruction and endorses the applicant as having exceptional ability in one or more of these fields. Suchendorsement shall establish that the alien possessesexceptional ability in the relevant field.
(f) No offer of employment required. Neither anoffer of employment nor a labor certification is required for this classification.
(g) Consultation with other United States Government agencies. USCIS may consult with other Unitccl States Government agencies, such as the Departments of Defense and Energy or other relevantagencies with expertise in nuclear, chemical, biological, or other high-technology defense projects. USCIS may, in its discretion, accept a favorable reportfrom such agencies as evidence in addition to thedocumentation prescribed under paragraph Ce) of thissection.

(h) Miens previously granted permanent residence.No alien previously granted lawful permanent residence may request or be granted classification or anybenefits under this provision.

(1) Approval. If the petition is approved and thebeneficiary is outside the United States the applicantvill be notified of the decision and the petition will beforwarded to the National Visa Center. If the beneficiary is in the United States and seeks to apply foradjustment of status, thepetition will be retained byUSCIS.

(2) Denial. If the petition is denied, the petitionerwill be advised of the decision and of the right toappeal in accordance with 8 CFR part 103.
‘I(j) Rejection. Petitions filed tinder this provisionon or after September 30, 2006 or after the limit of950 visas has been reached will be rejected and the feerefunded.

fSS FR 30701, May 27, 11)93; 60 FR 54030, Oct. 19, 1995; 62FR 6708, Feb. 13, 1997; 70 FR 21131, April 25, 2005; 74 FR269:37, Jone 5, 20091

§ 204.11 Special immigrant status for certain
aliens declared dependent on a juvenile court (special immigrant ju
venile).

(a) Definitions.
Eligible for long-term foster care means that adetermination has been made by the juvenile courtthat family reunification is no longer a viable option.A child who is eligible for long-term foster care willnormally be expected to remain in foster care untilreaching the age of majority, unless the child isadopted or placed in a guardianship situation. Forthe purposes of establishing and maintaining eligibilityfor classification as a special immigrant juvenile, achild who has been adopted or placed in guardianshipsituation after having been found dependent upon ajuvenile court in the United States will continue to beconsidered to be eligible for long-term foster care.
Juvenile court means a court located in the UnitedStates having jurisdiction under State law to makejudicial determinations about the custody and care ofjuveniles.

(b) Petition for special immigrant juvenile. Analien may not be classified as a special immigrantjuvenile unless the alien is the beneficiary of an approved petition to classify an alien as a special immigrant under section 101(a)e7) of the Act. Thepetition most be filed on Form 1—360, Petition forAiTlerasian, Widow(ei) or Special Immigrant. Thealien, or any person acting on the alien’s behalf,may tile the petition for special immigrant juvenilestatus. The person filing the petition is not re1245
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8 C.F.R. §204.11

qua’ed to be a citizen or lawful permanent resident
of the United States.

(c) Eligibility. An alien is eligible for classification
as a special immigrant under section 101(a)(27)(J) of
the Act if the alien:

(1) Is under twenty-one years of age;
(2) Is unmarried;
(3) Has been declared dependent upon a juvenile

court located in the United States in accordance with
state law governing such declarations of dependency,
while the alien was in the United States and under the
jurisdiction of the court;

(4) Has been deemed eligible by the juvenile court
for long-term foster care;

(5) Continues to he dependent upon the juvenile
court and eligible for long-term foster care, such
declaration, dependency or eligibility not having been
vacated, terminated, or otherwise ended; and

(6) Has been the subject of judicial proceedings or
administrative proceedings authorized or recognized
by the juvenile court in w-hich it has been determined
that it would not be in the alien’s best interest to be
returned to the country of nationality or last habitual
residence of the beneficiary or his or her parent 01’
parents; or

(7) On November 29, 1990. met all the eligibility
requirements for special immigrant juvenile status in
paragraphs (c)(1) through (c)(6) of this section, and for
whoni a petition for classification as a special immi
grant juvenile is filed on Form 1—360 before ,Tune 1,
1994.

(ci) Initial documents which must be submitted in
support of the petition.

(1) Documentary evidence of the aliens age, in the
form of a birth certificate, passport, official foreign
identity document issued by a foreign government,
such as a Cartilla or a Cedula, or other document
which in the discretion of the director establishes the
beneficiary’s age; antI

(2) One or more documents which include:
(i) A juvenile court order, issued by a court of

competent jurisdiction located in the United States.
showing that the court has found the beneficiary to be
dependent upon that court;

(ii) A juvenile court order, issued by a court of
competent jurisdiction located in the United States,
showing that the court has found the beneficiary
eligible for long—term foster care; and

(iii) Evidence of a determination made in judicial or
administrative proceedings by a court or agency rec
ognized by the juvenile court and authorized by law to
make such decisions, that it would not be in the
beneficiary’s best interest to be returned to the coun
try of nationality or last habitual residence of the
beneficiary or of his ci’ her parent ui patents.

Ce) Decision. The petitioner will be notified of the
director’s decision, and, if the petition is denied, of the
reasons for the denial. If the petition is denied, the
petitioner will also be notified of the petitioner’s right
to appeal the decision to the Associate Commissioner,
Examinations, in accordance with part 103 of this
chapter.
l5S FR 42849, 42850, Aug. 12, 1994; 74 FR 20937, June 5.
2009]

§ 201.12 How can second-preference immi
grant physicians be granted a na
tional interest waiver based on ser
vice in a medically underserved
area or VA facility?

(a) Which physicians qualify’? Any alien physician
(namely doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopa
thy) fm whom an immigrant visa petition has been
filed pursuant. to section 20:3(b(2) of the Act shall he
granted a national interest wiuver under section
203(b)(2)(B)(ii) of the Act if the physician requests the
waiver in accordance with this section and establishes
that:

(1) The physician agrees to work full—time (40 hours
per week) in a clinical practice for an aggregate of 5
years (not including time served in 3—1 noninimigrant
status); and

(2) The service is;

(i) In a geographical area at’ areas designated by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS)
as a Medically Underservecl Area, a Primai’’ Medical
Health Pi-ofessional Shortage Area, or a Mental
Health Professional Shortage Area, and in a medical
speciality that is within the scope of the Secretary’s
designation for the geographical area or areas; or

(ii) At a health care facility under the jurisdiction of
the Secretary of Veterans Affairs (VA); and

(3) A Federal agency or the department of public
health of a State, territory of the United States, or the
District of Columbia, has previously determined that
the physician’s work in that area or facility is in the
public interest.

(b) Is there a time limit on how’ long the physician
has to complete the required nieclical service’?

(1) If the physician already has authorization to
accept employment (other than as a J—1 exchange
alien), the beneficiary physician must complete the
aggregate 5 yeats of qualifying full—time clinical mac—
tice during the (i—year period beginning on the date of’
approval of’ the Form 1—140.

(2) 11’ the physician must obtain authorization to
accept employment before the physician may lawfully
begin working, the physician must complete the ag
gregate 5 yeats of qualifying full—time clinical practice
during the 6—year period beginning on the date ut the
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Memorandum

Field Leadership

FROM: Donald Non feld Is!
Acting Associate Director
Domestic Operations

Pearl Chang is!
\cting Chief

Office of Policy & Strategy

DATE: March 24. 2009

U BJECT: Trafflckintt Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008: Special Immierant.JLIvenhlc Status Provisions

1. Purpose

This memorandum will inform immigration service officers wurkmg Special Immigrant Juvenile(SIJ) petitions about new legislation affecting adjudication of petitions flied for SIJ status.
2. Background

On December 23. 2008. the President signed the William Wilberforce Trafficking VictimsProtection Reauthorization Act of 2008 (TVPRA 2008). Pub. L. 110-457, 122 Stat. 5044 (2008).Section 235(d) of the TVPRA 2008 amends the eligibility requirements for SIJ status at sectionl0l(a(27)(J) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA1, and accompanying adjustment ofstatus eligibility requirements at section 245(h) of the LNA. Most SIJ provisions of the TVPRA008 take effect March 23. 2009. although some tOVISiOflS took effect on December 23. 2008.the date of enactment of the TVPRA 2008.

3. Field Guidance

Ell,’ib ilitj’ /or Special (iniisigraiir .!u ‘enile Status

\ILA. InfoNet Doc. No. 09041670. (Posted 4/16/09)
s’.’.S lSI%..L)’
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Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008: Special Immigrant Juvenile StatusPro\ isions
Page 2

The l’VPRA 2t)OS amended the definition of a “Special Immigrant Juvenile” at section10 I(a)(27%J) of the INA in Iwo ways. First, it expanded the group of aliens eligible for SIJstatus. An eligible Sli alien 110W includes an alien:

• who has been declared dependent on a juvenile court
whom a juvenile court has lually committed to, or placed under the custody ot anagency or department of a State or

• who has been placed under the custody of an inc/ic/dual ur cut/tv uppnintcd by n State cir!uvcluiL’ Ct)IIIL

Accordingly, petitions that include juvenile court orders legally committing a juvenile to orplacing a juvenile under the custody of an individual or entity appointed by a juvenile court arenow eligible. For example, a petition filed by an alien on whose behalf a juvenile courtappointed a guardian now may be eligible. In addition, section 235(d)(5) of the TVPRA 2003specifies that, if a state or an individual appointed by the state is acting in loco parenris, such astate or individual is not considered a legal guardian for purposes of SIJ eligibility.

The second modification made by the TVPRA 2003 to the definition f special immigrantjuvenile concerns the findings a juvenile court must make in order for a juvenile court order toserve as the basis for a grant of SIJ status. Previously, the juvenile court needed to deem atuvenile eligible for long term foster care due to abuse, neglect or abandonment. Under theTVPRA 2008 modifications, the juvenile court must find that the juvenile’s reitni/iccItion it’nhone or lint/i n/ the loon/grants parcnt.c is mu viuble’ due to uhiuse. neglect, cibu,ic/onnient, or cis/in//ar hcisis/omuid under State law. In short, the TVPRA 2008 removed the need for a juvenilecourt to deuni a juvenile eligible for long-term foster care and replaced it with a requirement thatthe juvenile court find rcuni[ication with one or both parents not viable. If a juvenile coLirt orderincludes a tinding that reunification with one or both parents is not viable due to a s/in//ar basis/ozincl urn/er State law, the petitioner must establish that such a basis is similar to a finding ofabuse, neglect, or abandonment. Officers should ensure that juvenile court orders submitted asevidence with an SIJ petition filed on or after March 23, 2009, include this view language.
A petitioner is still required to demonstrate that lie or she has been the subject of a determinationin administrative or judicial proceedings that it would not be in the alien’s best interest to bereturned to the alien’s or parents previous countr of nationality or country of last habitualresidence.

!e Requireme,zts

Suction 235R1)(6) of the TVPRA 2008 provides age-out protection to Sli petitioners. As ofDecember 23. 2008. if an SIJ petitioner was a “child” on the date on which an SI.) petition wasiroperlv filed. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services tUSCIS) cannot deny SIJ status toan’vone. regardless of the petitioner’s age at the time of adjudication. O/ylcei 1111/St 110W considerrue /)cutinner age at the ume 11/ ////og ii) (/etelnu,1e u liar/icr i/ic petitiu)mier /103 met the cCec//uIreinelu. Officers must not deny or re okc SIJ status based on age if the alien was a child on

XILA InfoNet IDoc. tio. 09041670. (Pcsed 4/16/09)



Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008: Special Immigrant Juvenile StatusProvisions
Page 3

the date the SIJ petition was properly tiled it’ it was filed on or after December 23, 2008, or if itwas pending as of December 23, 2008. USCIS interprets the use of the term “child” in section235(d)(6) of the TVPRA 2008 to refer to the definition of child found at section lOl(b)(l) of theINA, which states that a child is an unmarried person under 21 years of age. The SIJ definitionfound at section I0l(a)(27)(J) of the INA does not use the term “child,” but USCIS hadpreviously incorporated the child definition at Section 101 (b)( I) of the INA into the regulationgoverning SIJ petitions.

Go nsen I

The TVPRA 200$ also significantly modifies the two types of consent required tbr SIJ pctitions.
Consent to the grant of Sli statias (previously express consent)

The TVPRA 2008 simplified the “express consent” requirement for an SEJ petition. TheSLC’I’etcin’ o/ 1—luinelanci Security (SecretLn ) niiist consent to the givnt at special imnugrcintjuvenile status. This consent is rio longer termed “express consent” and is no longer consent tothe dependency order serving as a precondition to a grant of Sli status.

The consent determination by the Secretary, through the USCS District Director, is anacknowledgement that the request for SU classification is bona fide, This means that the SIJhenctit was not “sought primarily for the purpose of obtaining the status ot’ an alien lawfullyadmitted for permanent residence, rather than for the purpose of obtaining relief from abuse orneglect or abandonment.” See l-LR. Rep. No. 105-405, at 130 (1997). An approval of an SIJpetition itself shall be e\idcnce of the Secretary’s consent.

Specific consent

The TVPRA 2008 completely altered the “specific consent” function for those juveniles inf.deral custody, The TVPRA 2008 vests this function with the Secretary of Health and 1-lumanServices (HHS) rather than the Secretary of the Department ot’Homeland Security as previouslydelegated to Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). In addition. Congress simplified thelanguage to refer simply to “custody,” not actual or constructive custody, as was previouslydelineated. However, the requirement remains that an 511 petitioner need only seek specificconsent if the SIJ petitioner seeks a juvenile court order determining or altering the SIJpetitioner’s custody status or placement. If an Sli petitioner seeks to obtain or obtains ajuvenilecourt order that makes no findings as to the SIJ petitioner’s custody status or placement. the 511petitioner is not required to have sought specitie consent from [IHS. Therefore, on or after\larch 23. 2009, nI/irci’s linist ensure i/ia! juveinles in the custody ui HI-IS obtained ueciticLmis&nt from HHS to juiveiiu/e court tii’icdictioii ii here the juvenile comrn! aider determines 01’L(lfCiS the jmn’em/e .v LUSIOL/V status (1/’ p/aveiiieiit. USCIS will provide HHS guidance regardingidjudications of specific consent as soon as it is available.

Due to the complex nature and changing requirements of specific consent determinations, USC’ISheadquarters IIIQ) is temporarily assisting in making the determination an specific consent

AILA IntoNet Doc. o. 09041670. (Posted 4/16/09)
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Fralficking Victims Protection atithoriiation Act of 2003: Special Immigrant Juvenile StatusProvisions
Page 4

reqri’iiicnts. As outlined in the February 20, 2009 guidance email, Field Officers are instructedto flarward certain documents to I IQ for those Sli petitions that may involve specific consent thatare filed prior to March 23, 2009. I IQ will notify the Field 001cc of the decision on specificconsent. The Field Office will then complete adjudication of the petition. This temporaryituidance providing l—IQ assistance with specific conSent determinations will remain in effectii ii lii further not ice.

Exp L’€Iiti() UN I ilj iidieatioii

Section 235(d)( 2) of the TV PRA 2008 nv/uires I ‘SC/S to LlL//lftIW1tC S/i petitiwu within IS’()1uis o/’/Ilim. Field Offices need to he particularly aware of this new requirement and takemeasures locally to ensure timely adjudication. Officers are reminded that under 8 CFR 245.6 aninterview may be waived [br SIJ petitioners under 14 years of age, or when it is determined thatan interview is unnecessary. ElirnLnaling unnecessary interviewing of SIJ petitioners may help inexpeditiously adjudicating petitions. Necessary interviews should he scheduled us soon aspossible. During an interview, an officer should focus on eligibility for adjustment of status andshould avoid questioning a child about the delails of the abuse, abandonment or neglect suffered,us those mutters were handled by the juvenile court, applying state law. Under no circumstancescan an Sli petitioner, at any stage of the SIJ process. be required to contact the individual (ort1mi ly members of the individual) who allegedly abused, abandoned or neglected the juvenile.l’his provision was added by the Violence Against \Vomen Act of 2005, Pub. L. 109-162, (19Stat. 2960 (2006) and is incorporated at section 2X7( h) of the INA. Officers must ensure propercompletion of background checks, including biometric information clearances and name-checks.
lcljtis(inc’iut of Slums/or Speciul Ini,izigra!it iui’c’nik’s

The TVPRA 2008 amends the adjustment of status provisions for those with SIJ classification atsection 245(h) of the INA. to include four new exemptions. Approved Sli petitioners are nowexempted from seven inadmissibility grounds of the INA:

• 21 2(a)(4) (public charge);
• 2l2(ags)(A)(labor certification);
• 2/ 2(u)(6)(.—1) (o/je,i.c p1’ecL’1t without l1ISpeL”tiO1);
• .212 (aUó)(C) (inisrepreseiituuiotl);
• 2 12(C1)(6)(D) (stoiLuwuvN):
• 21 2(ay7)( A) (documentation requirements); and
• 2121 a)(9)f B) (cl/icoN unlaw/ulIr’ present).

or alter March 23. 2009. none of the above listed iirounds of inadmissibility shall apply to SLJadjustment of status applicants.

Officers are reminded that this list of exemptions is in addition to the waivers available for mostother grounds of inadmissibility for humanitanan purposes. family unity, or otherwise being inlie public interest. The only unwaivable grounds of inadmissibility for SIJ petitioners are thoselisted at INA 21 2(a’02’t( A)-(C) (conviction of certain crimes, multiple criminal convictions, and

ILA tnfoNe Dcc. No. 09041670. (osed 4/16/09)
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con t ‘oiled subshmce trat’tckmng (except tor a single instance ot simple possession o 30 gru nis orless of marijuana)), and 21 2(a)(3XA)—(C), and ( E) (security and related grounds, telTuristactivities. loremun policy, and participants in Nazi persecution, genocide, torture or cxtrajudiciuikill i n

-4. Use

h is guidance is created solely [‘or the purpose of USCIS P’°’ nd in pertorming their dutiesrelative to adjudication of applications. it is not intended to, does not, and may not he reliedupon in create my riuht or benetit, substantial or procedural, enforceable at law liv anyi ndm vidual or any uther party in removal proceedings, in litigation with the I. ‘ni ted States, or inillY oilier or lorni or matter.

S Contact lnlorrnation

This guidance is effective immediately. Please direct any questions concerning these changesthrough appropriate supervisory channels to Rosemary Harimann, Office of Policy and Strategyor Tina Lauver, Office of Field Operations.

Distribution List: Regional Directors
District Directors
Service Center Directors
Field Office Directors
National Benefits Center Director

AILA 1noNet Doc. No. 03041670. (Posted 4/16/09)
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Help Survivors of Child Abuse
Support An Act Relative to Special Juveniles

Senator Cynthia Stone Creem and Representative Louis L. Kafka
S740; H1418

round

Congress created a “special immigrant juvenile” (“SIJ”) classification in 1990 to help abused, abandoned, or
neglected children access a path to lawful permanent residence. In 2008, President Bush signed an amendment
that enhanced the rights of children who seek “SIJ” classification and simplified the process. Under this law,
the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) relies upon state courts for child abuse, abandonment
and neglect assessments, while the federal government retains exclusive authority to determine whether an
immigrant qualifies for permanent resident status.

IQ

Immigrant youth under age 21 may apply to the USCIS for SIJ classification, but iy if a state court
determines that they have been abused, abandoned, or neglected by their parent(s). In Massachusetts,
immigrant youth over age 18 are prevented from accessing state courts to seek this required assessment.
An Act Relative to Special Juveniles would remedy a problematic jurisdictional gap for 18—21 year old
youth by providing them access to the Massachusetts Probate and Family Court for this unique purpose.

jSupport An Act Relative to Special Juveniles?

• Reconcile state and federal law: This bill would remove a Massachusetts obstacle that prevents abused,
abandoned, or neglected 18 —21 year old youth from accessing state courts and a federal benefit.

• Promote equal treatment and access to state courts for victims of child abuse, abandonment, and neglect:
Currently, only those youth who remain in Department of Children and Families (“DCF”) custody after 18
have access to the state courts in Massachusetts. This bill establishes equal access to state courts until age
21 for all victims of child abuse. Other states, including New York and Florida, already provide a path to
court for these youth. It’s time for Massachusetts to do the same and help these abused, abandoned, and
neglected youth.

No cost to the state: This bill does not require any appropriation of funds. The court system can absorb the
limited additional caseload created by the bill without compromising the integrity of present services,
resources, or staff.

* Smizall Change: Opening the Probate and Family Court’s door to 18 — 21 year olds through this small
jurisdictional change would not overwhelm the Probate and Family Courts. In 2013, there were approxi
mately 220 youths in all of Massachusetts who, with state court findings, applied to USCIS for designation
as a Special Immigrant Juvenile. If this legislation is enacted, it is estimated that annually there would be
about 50 new cases statewide by 18 — 21 year olds seeking this relief from abuse, abandonment, or neglect.

• Ilttge Impact: The impact of childhood trauma doesn’t end simply because a survivor turns 18. While
the number of individuals this bill would help is small, it would make a tremendous difference in their lives.
It would allow children to achieve stability in their lives after the loss of family protection and support.
If ultimately granted permanent residence by USCIS, these youth could pursue education beyond high
school, work legally, and make positive contributions to the Commonwealth.

PLEASE CHANGE A LIFE AND SUPPORT THIS BILL! THANK YOU!
Fcrniore information, please contact Greater Boston Legal Services, Anne Mackin, 617-603-1628, amackin@gbls.org, or 6/24/15
Ivkassachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Advocacy Coalition, Shannon Erwin, 617-350-5450, ext. 222, serwin@miracoalition.orr.
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THE COM MONWEALTH OF MASSACH USETTS
ExEct’TI’c OFFICE OFTFIE TIUAI, COURT

John Adams Courthouse
One Pemberton Square, Floor IM

Hoston, Massachusetts 02108
617-878-0203

Paula Carey
Chief Justice of the Trial Court June 23, 2015

Senator William N. Brownsberger
Senate Chair, Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room 504
Boston, MA 02133

Representative John V. Femandes
House Chair, Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room 136
Boston, MA, 02133

RE: Support for H141 8, “An Act relative to special juveniles”, sponsored by Representative

Louis L Kafka and S740, “An Act relative to special juveniles”, sponsored by Senator

Cynthia S. Creem

Dear Senator Brownsberger and Representative Fernandes,

I write again to express the Trial Court’s support of H 1414— An Act relative to special

juveniles. Since 1990, federal law has recognized the “special immigrant juvenile” status for

persons who have been abused, neglected or abandoned by their parents, such that the persons

cannot be returned to their parents. “Special immigrant juvenile” status is available until the

person reaches the age of 21.

If enacted, this bill will not provide any additional rights to the person or create financial

obligations for the Commonwealth. What the bill does is provide an avenue for the people who

are between the ages of 18 and 21 to seek the status that the federal government created in 1990.

Unless this bill is passed, no court in Massachusetts has jurisdiction to make the necessary

determinations required by federal law for those persons who are between the ages of 18 and 21.

As I have noted in prior letters of support for this bill, I was consulted by the drafters of

this legislation when I was the Chief Justice of the Probate and Family Court and made

suggestions to the language before the final version was submitted to the Legislature during the

prior session.

I remain in full support of this legislation.

aula M. Carey
Chief Justice of the Trial Court
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MAESACHUSETTS

THE THAL COURT

POEATE AND EAMIL DOURT DEPART4ELI1

!-DMINlSTRATIVE OFFICE

JOHN ADAMS COL’RTHoLISE

ONE FErE’ERTDN EOUARr

MEZZANINE

BOSTCD, MA. C}21CE.
IEL {I/ /jF E;;f,

FAX (I7) iB prc

June 19, 2015

Senator William N. Brownsberger
Senate Chair, Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room 504
Boston, MA 02133

Representative John V. Fernandes
I-louse Chair, Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room 136
Boston, MA, 02133

RE: Support for H1418, “An Act relative to special juveniles”, sponsored by Representative Louis
L Kafka and S740, “An Act relative to special juveniles”, sponsored by Senator Cynthia S.
Creem

Dear Senator Brownsberger and Representative Fernandes,

Today I write again to emphasize the Probate and Family Court’s support of H1418 and S740,
both bills entitled “An Act relative to special juveniles.”

Federal law enacted in 1990 by President George H.W. Bush, and amended in 2008 by President
George W. Bush, recognizes the “special immigrant juvenile” status for persons who have been abused,
neglected or abandoned by their parents, such that the persons cannot be returned to their parents. The
law provides that the status is available until the person reaches the age of 21. However, due to
jurisdictional issues at the state court level, persons between the ages of 18 and 21 face immense

challenges in seeking the necessary judicial determinations. These bills would eliminate the challenges

by providing the Probate and Family Court with the specific jurisdiction to hear these cases. This
expansion ofjurisdiction would not burden the Probate and Family Court, as it already hears these cases

for persons up until the age of 18 and is familiar with the law.

This bill creates an avenue for persons who are between the ages of 18 and 21 to seek the status
that the federal government created. Unless this bill is passed, no court in Massachusetts has specific
jurisdiction to make the necessary determinations required by federal law for those persons who are
between the ages of 18 and 21.

AngeI M. Odoñez
I I1 IIF

Page 1 of2



I remain in full support of this legislation and hope that these bills will be acted upon favorably.

Chief Justice
Probate and Family Court

cc. Senator Stanley C. Rosenberg, President of the Senate
Representative Robert A. DeLeo, Speaker of the House
Senator Karen E. Spilka, Chair, Senate Ways & Means
Representative Brian S. Dempsey, Chair, House Ways and Means
Senator Cynthia S. Creem
Representative Louis L. Kafka

Page 2 of 2
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ASSOCIATION

Till RH lIl[’.t Oi(.[ or ii,: Lf.Al ‘ROl ,sIor.

june 23, 2015

The Honorable John Fernandes
House Chairman
joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room 136
Boston, MA 02133

The Honorable William Brownsberger
Senate Chairman
Joint Committee on the judiciary
State House, Room 504.
Boston, MA 02133

Re: HB.1418 and SB.740 An Act Relative to Special Juveniles

Dear Chairmen Fernandes and Brownsberger:

I write on behalf of the Massachusetts Bar Association in support of House Bill No. 1418 and
Senate Bill No. 740, An Act Relative to Special Juveniles filed by Representative Louis L. Kafka filed
by Senator Cynthia Stone Creem, respectively. In March, 2014, our I-louse of Delegates, comprised of
82 attorneys from across the state, voted unanimously to support this legislation.

The proposed legislation would reconcile both state and federal law by allowing “special
immigrant juveniles” (SIJ) who have been abused, abandoned or neglected as children a path to
lawful, permanent residence. lmmigrantyouth underage 21 may apply to the United States
Citizenship and Immigration Services for a SlJ classification but only if a state court determines they
have been abused by their parents. However, in the Commonwealth, immigrant youth over age 18
are prevented from accessing our state courts to seek the required assessment. The bill would
remedy the problematic jurisdictional gap for 18-21 year old immigrant youth by providing them
access to the Commonwealth’s Probate and Family Courts.

We respectfully request you give this bill a favorable report. Thank you for your
consideration of our views.

cc: Joint Committee on the Judiciary

n W. Healy
iief Legal Counsel and

Chief Operating Officer

3N OFFICE: 20 WEST STR[[T BOSTON, MA 02111-1204 WWW.MASSBAR.ORG TEL (617) H8-0500 FAX (617) 318 0650 33
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Immigration Leqal Assistance Proqram
t—\LeI III I 11 Shattuck Street, Worcester, MA 01605

. . CAR E ALL I A N C E 774.2433100 ascentria,org
Fbi met/v Lutheran Social Services of New Et igland

June 23, 2015

Re: H1418 and S740

Dear Sir or Madam,

I am the Managing Attorney at the Immigration Legal Assistance Program (“ILAP”) of
Ascentria Care Alliance, and I write this letter on behalf of ILAP in support ofHl4l8 and S740.
These bills will provide a pathway for 18 through 20 year-old immigrant children who have been
abused, abandoned, or neglected by their parents and are otherwise eligible for Special
Immigrant Juvenile Status except for their ability to obtain dependency orders before the
Massachusetts Probate and Family Court.

The ILAP program provides pro bono legal representation to survivors of domestic
violence, human trafficking, and persecution as well as unaccompanied children. In our
programs, we see probably one or two children per month ages 18 to 20 who have no clear forms
of relief but who are in the United States alone and/or are seeking safety from parental abuse,
neglect, or abandonment. These children’s immigration options are limited because neither the
probate nor juvenile court has clear jurisdiction to issue dependency orders, and yet their fear of
return to their countries is real and they remain unemancipated, often dependent upon older
siblings or relatives for support. The majority of such children are in the Massachusetts public
school system, but they face limited options for post-secondary education as their lack of status
impedes their ability to qualify for affordable college options.

By way of example, our program met with a girl whose parents had abused her both in
her country of origin and in the United States. Her parents refused assistance from the
Massachusetts Department of Children and Families. The girl did not feel safe disclosing the full
extent of the abuse to social workers because of her lack of immigration status until she was able
to leave the family at age 18. She is now dependent upon charity and is unable to obtain the
dependency order in probate court to qualify her for Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, which
would place her on a pathway to self-sufficiency and a safer living environment. Another
common scenario is when a high school guidance counselor refers a case of a child to our
program who is nearly 18 or over 18 because the child wants to attend college. As many schools
and communities are unaware of Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, it is only when the child
finds immigration status to be a hurdle to post-secondary-education that he or she seeks
assistance, at which point there is often no option for relief or no capacity within our program to
take the case on such short notice.

Empowering People. Strengthening Communities.
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June 23, 2015

While the Immigration and Nationality Act (“INA”) provides the opportunity for children
like these to obtain status up to the age of 21, our Probate and Family Court lacks jurisdiction to
allow children to obtain the prerequisite order of dependency and best interest assessment to
obtain federal protection. Our current waitlist of children seeking legal assistance and on the
cusp of turning 18 presents an impossible task. Providing an option for these children to obtain
dependency orders from the Probate Court up to the age of 21 would stabilize these children’s
lives as well as relieve a tremendous burden on our already short-staffed legal services programs
which simply cannot serve every child that needs our help when approaching the age of 18. For
these reasons, we ask you to support the bill and the children that will benefit from it.

fJulje’A. Dahlstrom
ing Attorney

Ascentria Care Alliance
11 Shattuck Street
Worcester, MA 01605
Tel.: (508) 579-2072
Email: jdahlstromascentria.org
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THE CAMBRIDGE RJNDGE AND LA TIN SCHOOL
Opportunity Diversity • Respect

June 22, 2015

To Whom It May Concern:

I am a teacher of English language learners at Cambridge Rindge and Latin School. I teach both
English as a Second Language and what is called “Sheltered English Immersion” World History,
a history course designed for students who are learning English. I am a National Board Certified
Teacher for English as a New Language at the secondary level. I have eight years of experience
teaching ESL in Massachusetts and another three years as a Peace Corps Volunteer in
Mozambique. lam writing in support of HB1418 and SB740, which are critical bills to help
young people who have suffered abuse, abandonment, or neglect by their parents.

In my line of work, I meet young people every year who are facing incredibly difficult
circumstances such as these. Quite often they are dedicated to their education, but are forced to
abandon it because they have been unable to access resources and support. Or they may not even
seek out resources because they fear legal consequences for their immigration status. I have
students this year—a brother and sister—who work full time to support themselves. As a result,
they are often absent from school and are unable to complete important assignments. They are
not progressing as they could nor as they should. And they know it. They are ashamed of their
situation and don’t see a way out of it. HBI4I8 and SB740 would help struggling young people
like this. Special Immigrant Juvenile Status would provide them with much needed support.

This status would also allow many young people to access a college education. Many students
give up as they progress through high school when they realize that there is no reasonable way
for them to attend and pay for college. These are bright, hardworking young people who have the
potential to contribute so much to the Commonwealth and their communities. The ability to
obtain Special Immigrant Juvenile Status would be a pathway to a better life for these young
people who would then become positive, contributing members of our society.

I strongly support HB1418 and 5B740 and urge their passing.

Sincerely,

David R. M. Saavedra
National Board Certified Teacher
dsaavedra@cpsd.us
(617) 349-6630

459 Broadway, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
The Cambridge School Department is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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June 22,2015

Senator William N. Brownsberger
Chair, Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room 136
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Rep. John V. Fernandes
Chair, Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room 243
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

RE: An Act Relative to Special Juveniles
Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418

Dear Members of the Joint Committee on the Judiciary:

Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Boston wholeheartedly supports Bills 5740 and
H1418, We urge you to vote in favor of these bills, which would allow a vulnerable
group of 18-21 year old immigrant youth who were abused, neglected or abandoned by
their parents and who are otherwise eligible for classification as a Special Immigrant
Juvenile to finally have a pathway to seek the necessary predicate orders from
Massachusetts Probate and Family Court.

For the past five years, Catholic Charities has administered a Legal Orientation Program
for Custodians of unaccompanied minors (LOP C) in collaboration with the Vera Institute
and the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR). We have seen and heard

stories from hundreds of children fleeing abuse, violence, poverty and torture from their
home countries. Once the minors are released from government shelters into the custody

of the sponsors, they are faced with the daunting task of navigating a complex
immigration system alone. Through our LOPC program, we provide legal information to
custodians of minors in order to assist the children under their care through the legal
process. Because they have very little support systems, education and financial resources
available to them, often it takes months for the minors to secure legal representation, at
which point some have already turned 18 years old. Unfortunately, since there is
currently no statutory avenue available for 18-21 year olds through which they can go to
Probate and Family Court to present their stories and obtain the requisite predicate orders,

those whose only remedy is through classification as a Special Immigration Juvenile, lose

the only opportunity they have to legalize their status.

United
Way

Reftigee and Immigradon Services

275 West Broadway. South Boston, MA 02127 • Tel: 617-464-8100 • Fax: 617-464-8151 . www.ccab.org
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Our Immigration Legal Services Unit has represented many children with their Special
Immigrant Juvenile cases. We see how life-changing it is for our clients when they are
classified as Special Immigrant Juveniles. One of my clients, a young girl from
Guatemala, was only two weeks away from turning 18 when I met her. She was abused
by her father and abandoned by her mother in Guatemala. She came to the United States
to escape the abuse and reunited with her older brother in Lynn. We were fortunate to
have a hearing scheduled before her 18th1 birthday and obtained special findings, in spite
of this short time frame. She was recently approved for classification as a Special
Immigrant Juvenile and is now on the path of becoming a lawful permanent resident. I
am proud to say that today she is almost fluent in English, works part-time and is
planning on continuing her education to become a lawyer.

For immigrant youth between the ages of 18-21, it is truly heartbreaking to tell them that
there is currently no way for them to access the Probate and Family Court in
Massachusetts, even though under federal law they would be able to qualify for
classification as a Special Immigrant Juvenile until the age of 21. It is time that we fix
our laws by expanding the jurisdiction of the Massachusetts Probate and Family Court to
hear cases of 18-21 year olds. For all the above reasons, we kindly request that you
approve Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418.

Sincerely,

Mariam Liberles
Supervising Attorney
Catholic Charities Archdiocese of Boston
275 West Broadway
South Boston, MA 02127
617-464-8104

Cc: Stanley C. Rosenberg
Senate President
State House, Room 332
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Robert A. DeLeo
Speaker of the House
State House, Room 356
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

United iff
Way

Refugee and Immigration Services
275 West Broadway . South Boston, MA 02127 • Tel; 617-464-8100 • Fax: 617-464-8151 . www.ccab.org
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Sen. Karen E. Spilka
Chair, Committee on Ways & Means
State House, Room 312
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Rep. Brian S. Dempsey
Chair, Committee on Ways & Means
State House, Room 243
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Senator Cynthia S. Creem
State House, Room 31 2A
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Rep. Louis L. Kafka
State House, Room 185
Boston, Massachusetts 02133
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June 17, 2015

The Honorable William N. Browusberger, Senate Chair
The Honorable John V. Femandes, House Chair
Members, Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House

Boston, Massachusetts 0213.3

RE: An Act Relative to Special Juveniles
Senate Bill 740 and 1-louse Bill 1418

Dear Senator Brownsberger, Representative Fernandes, and Members of the Joint Committee on
the Judiciary:

I write in support of Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418,An Act Relative to Special
.Juveni!es. The proposed legislation would remedy a gap between state and federal law, allowing
abused, neglected, and abandoned immigrant youth in Massachusetts to access a crucial federal
immigration protection.

I have worked as an immigration attorney at the Central West Justice Center. an affiliate
of Community Legal Aid, and at Community Legal Aid’s predecessor organization, the Legal
Assistance Corporation of Central Massachusetts, for the past seven years. Our organization
provides free civil legal aid to low-income residents of Central and Western Massachusetts. As
part of our practice we represent survivors of child abuse and domestic violence seeking
humanitarian protection under federal immigration law, including young people applying for
Special Immigrant Juvenile Status, a federal designation providing a path to lawful permanent
residency for abused, neglected, and abandoned iminirrant children.

In the course of my work, I have represented many inspiring and resilient young people
who, with the help of the Special Immigrant Juvenile Status law, have overcome histories of
appalling abuse and neglect in their home countries to build positive, productive lives as lawful
permanent residents of the United States. Many choose to pursue careers in the helping
professions. giving back to their communities . After receiving her permanent residency through

See 8 U.S.C. § I (01(a)(27)(J) and 8 U.S.C. § (255(a) & (h).
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Special Immigrant Juvcnile Status, one of my former clients went on to study to become a
professional interpreter. While completing her studies and working, she also took a younger
abandoned child into her home and cared for her. Another former client received a football
scholarship to attend college in California. He is now majoring in human services, hoping to
become a police officer or a social worker.

Having seen how life-changing it can be for a young person to receive permanent
residency through Special Immigrant Juvenile StatLis, it is heartbreaking to tell a young person
that she will not have this opportunity due to a gap between federal and state law. Although
federal law allows young people to apply for Special immigrant Juvenile Status until the age of
21, Massachusetts residents between the ages of 18 and 21 currently have no statutorily-
established procedural mechanism through which they can present their histories to a state judge
and obtain the necessary findings regarding abuse, neglect. or ahandomnent. Effectively, an
eighteen-year-old high school senior in Massachusetts, unlike her counterpart in New York. may
find herself barred from accessing federal Special Tinmigrant Juvenile Status protection.

For a variety of reasons, many abused and neglected young people do not seek legal
advice regarding their immigration status or other protection issues until after their eighteenth
birthdays. Many do not realize that they need legal assistance until they seek to apply to colleges
or jobs and realize that they do not have the required documentation. Some have been misled by
parents regarding their immigration status. Others, given their histories of mistreatment and
betrayal by caretakers, fear reaching out to adults for help. These barriers to seeking help are
often compounded by social isolation and lack of access to transportation, particularly in more
rural areas.

By adopting Senate Bill 740 and 1-louse Bill 1418, the legislature would ensure that
Massachusetts youth are not halTed from a federal protection with lifetime consequences merely
because they fail to access legal aid prior to their eighteenth birthdays. I urge the legislature to
enact this humane and commonsense reform.

Sincerely,

1j2tJ/o
Ellen VanScoyoc, Esq.
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June 22, 2015

The Honorable William N. Brownsberger, Chair
The 1-lonorable John V. Fernandes, Chair
Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State 1-louse, Room 504 and Room 254
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

1•CHILDREN’S LAW CENTER
OF MASSACHUSETTS

298 Union Street
Lynn, MA 01901

T: 781-581-1977

F: 781-598-9364

RE: An Act Relative to Special Juveniles, Senate Bill No. 740, by Senator Cynthia Creem;
An Act Relative to Special Juveniles, House Bill No. 1418, by Rep. Louis L. Kafka

Dear Chairman Brownsberger, Chairman Fernandes, and Members of the Joint Committee on the
Judiciary:

We are Jay McManus, Jessica Berry, and Claire Valentin, Executive Director, Deputy Director, and
Staff Attorney, respectively, at the Children’s Law Center of Massachusetts (CLCM, writing in
support of Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418.

Based in Lynn, the CLCM is a non-profit that has offered free legal assistance and related services to
low-income children of the Commonwealth, from newborns to 22 years, for close to four decades.

We advocate for youth between the ages of 18 and 22, many in the care of the Department of
Children and Families (DCF), who are victims of abuse and neglect, have suffered severe trauma,
and/or are functionally parentless. Our advocacy emphasizes acess to all available laws and services
to ensure that these children are provided the opportunity to reclaim and rebuild their lives. Among
such clients are those “special juveniles” made the focus of the S740 and H1418.

We view these bills as important extensions of longstanding efforts in Massachusetts to secure Sail
access to justice for all of its residents. There is no defensible basis for denying litigants — abused
and neglected youth in particular — access to the Commonwealth’s justice system. Elimination of the
jurisdictional bar to such access, per S740 and 1-11418, would foster equal treatment among abuse
victims regardless of whether or not they are in DCF custody. It would also bring the
Commonwealth in line with other states and the federal government, which afford legal relief for
traumatized youth through age 21, without placing undue costs or work burdens on our courts.

On behalf of the staff of the Children’s Law Center of Massachusetts, we strongly urge the
Committee to give its utmost consideration to SB740 and HB1418.

Thank you very much.

Jy McManus Chuire Va nt

çg4Way
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June 23, 2015

The Honorable William N. Brownsberger, Chair
The Honorable John V. Fernandes, Chair
Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House. Room A
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

RE: An Act Relative to Special Juveniles
Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418

Dear Senator Brownsberger, Representative Fernandes, and Members of the Joint
Committee on the Judiciary:

I am writing to urge the Joint Committee on the Judiciary to approve Senate Bill
740 and House Bill 1418, “An Act Relative to Special Juveniles.” I am Corinn Williams,
Executive Director of the Community Economic Development Center of Southeastern
Massachusetts located in New Bedford, MA.

The CEDC is a 50 1(c) (3) charitable corporation in 1997. CEDC is an established and
trusted support center for New Bedford’s newest immigrant community who are primarily
from Central America. CEDC is an accredited organization approved by the U.S.
Department of Justice! Board of Immigration Appeals to provide immigration services
and information. CEDC has assisted many New Bedford residents who have agreed to
sponsor a foreign youth who has been abused, neglected or abandoned in their home
countries. These young people have taken dangerous risks to come to the United States in
large part because they are fleeing the wave of violence engulfing Central America.
Many of these youth report death threats, extortion and sexual assault. Relatives and
friends in New Bedford have opened their homes to offer safety and support to these
youth as sponsors. CEDC as an organization helps the sponsor and juvenile after they are
reunited, to provide immigrant integration support to direct them to educational and legal
resources in our community.

We have come to know some of these youth who have become eligible for Special
Immigrant Juvenile Status. This designation gives many of these youth who have been
traumatized by violence the ability to continue their education, participate in community
life and to pursue their dreams.

Special Immigrant Juvenile Status under federal immigration law is available to
unmarried children under the age of 21. In Massachusetts family court jurisdiction that is

1285 Acushnet Ave. New Bedford MA 02746 508 979-4684 508 990-0199 fax
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required as part of the legal guardianship of the minor ends at age 18. Many young
people between the ages 18-21 cannot apply for Special Immigrant Juvenile Status. Also,
because low-cost legal resources are very limited in New Bedford, and the tremendous
backlog at federal Immigration court, many youth have not secured legal representation
prior to their 18t11 birthday. We have worked with many potential sponsors who cannot
help their loved one because of this inconsistency in the law between federal and state. In
some cases these young people have been deported back to Central America facing
imminent violence and possible death.

By passing Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418, the legislature would be closing
this justice gap for youths who have been abused, abandoned, and neglected, as other
state legislatures have already done. These reforms would merely align state law with
existing federal law and with Congress’ intent to provide protection to youths up to the
age of 21. These bills will ensure that eligible youths would be able to benefit from this
important protection. I strongly urge the Committee to consider and pass these bills.

Sincerely,

Corinn Williams
Executive Director

cc:

Stanley C. Rosenberg
Senate President
State House, Room 332
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Senator Karen E. Spilka
Chair, Committee on Ways & Means
State House, Room 3 12
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Senator Cynthia S. Creem
State House, Room 312A
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Robert A. DeLeo
Speaker of the House
State House, Room 356
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Representative Brian S. Dempsey
Chair, Committee on Ways & Means
State House, Room 243
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Representative Louis L. Kafka
State House, Room 185
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

1285 Acushnet Ave. New Bedford MA 02746 508 979-4684 508 990-0199 fax
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June 23, 2015

The Honorable William N. Brownsberger, Senate Chair
The Honorable John V. Fernandes, House Chair
Members, Joint Committee on the Judiciary Committee
State House, Room A-2
Boston MA 02133

Re: An Act Relative to Specialiuveniles
Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418

Dear Senator Brownsberger, Representative Fernandes, and Members of the Joint Committee on the
Judiciary:

Community Legal Services And Counseling Center supports the passage of S.740/H.1418, a bill that
addresses the legal process needs of certain immigrant youth between 18 and 21 years of age who have
been abused, abandoned or neglected by a parent.

Congress passed a law designed to help abused, neglected or abandoned children under age 21 access a
path to lawful permanent residency through Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS). The federal law
requires that the determination of abuse, neglect or abandonment be made by state courts. The
decision whether to grant this special status, however, remains with the federal government, and the
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service looks to the assessment of the state courts in its
determinations.

The problem for 18-21 year olds in Massachusetts is that there is no regular mechanism at law to get
these youth before the court. The guardianship statutes, for example, allow issues regarding children
under 18 to be brought before the probate and family court, but a guardianship terminates when the
child is 18.

This bill would fix this problem by expanding the jurisdiction of the Massachusetts Probate and Family
Court to hear cases involving the 18-21 year olds. Both the present and former Chief Justice of the
Probate and Family Court have supported this bill.

Although we are talking about a small number of cases, the impact on the lives of these children is life-
changing. The bill gives the children a chance to appear in court and obtain special findings that will
enable them to seek an existing federal remedy. And if they are granted SIJ status, the children would be
allowed to work, they would no longer have to face the ambiguity of an uncertain status, they could
move forward with their lives and learn to leave their trauma behind.

JUSTICE. HEALING. V0LuNTEERIsM.
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CLSACC has represented many immigrant youth in special immigrant juvenile cases over the years.
Although these children have experienced abandonment, abuse or neglect, our clients have proven
themselves resilient, hardworking and determined to make a contribution to this country.

This is an important bill. We ask that you report it favorably out of Committee. Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

Ellen Wilbur
Legal Director

JUSTICE. HEALING. V0LuNTEERIsM.
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JUSTICE CENTER OF SOUTHEAST MASSACHUSETTS LL C

Subsidiaiy ofSouth Coastal Counties Legal Services, Inc.
Serving Southeastern Massachusetts. Cape Cod & Islands

June 22, 2015

The Honorable William N. Brownsberger, Chair
The Honorable John V. Fernandes, Chair
Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room A
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

RE: An Act Relative to Special Juveniles
Senate Bill 740 and house Bill 1418

Dear Senator Brownsberger, Representative Fernandes, and Members of the Joint Committee on
the Judiciary:

My name is Emily Leung and I am a staff attorney at the Justice Center of Southeast
Massachusetts, a subsidiary of South Coastal Counties Legal Services, located in Brockton,
Massachusetts. I am writing to urge the Joint Committee on the Judiciary to approve Senate Bill
740 and House Bill 1418, “An Act Relative to Special Juveniles.”

The Justice Center of Southeast Massachusetts and its parent organization, South Coastal
Counties Legal Services, provides civil legal aid to low-income and elderly individuals in the
Southeastern region of Massachusetts. As part of our practice, we offer representation to
immigrants in our service area on a wide-range of issues, including working with immigrant
juveniles who are eligible and applying for Special Immigrant Juvenile Status. Special
Immigrant Juvenile Status is designed to protect foreign youths who were abused, neglected, or
abandoned and cannot be reunited with their parent or parents.

In my practice, I work with many such youths who are often fleeing horrific violence,
abuse, and negligence in their home countries. A designation of Special Immigrant Juvenile
Status puts them on a path to permanent residence status and towards a successful and stable life.
Many of my young clients report feeling much safer and calmer in the U.S. They also tell me
how happy they are to be able to continue with or enroll in school for the first time, walk the
streets without fear, and live without hunger.

Being granted Special Immigrant Juvenile Status can have a life-changing effect on a
young person’s life, but currently there is a justice gap that exists for those youths who are
between the ages of 18 to 21. Under immigration law, a child is defined as an unmarried
individual under the age of 21 and Special Immigrant Juvenile Status is intended to assist
individuals up to the age of 21. However, under this process youths must obtain orders from state
juvenile and family courts, which only have jurisdiction over them until they are 18 years old.
Therefore, many individuals, including potential clients I have met with, cannot benefit from this
life-changing process due to their age.

231 Mai;2 Street, Soire 201, Brockion, lyLd 02301-4342
TEL (508) 586-2110 * (800) 244-8393 *jj5Q,) 587-3222

JCSM is funded by corporations, foundations, and the following partners:

_____________

0 Massachusetts Legal Assistance Corporation
UnØ1
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Often times, youths fail to step forward prior to their l8 birthdays, or fail to secure legal
representation prior to their 1 8’ birthdays, therefore preventing them from receiving the
protection they are statutorily entitled to and deserve. A miltitude of barriers exist that prevent
many youths from stepping forward in time, including their lack of knowledge of immi’ation
law, language barriers, and the effects of the trauma and abuse that they have suffered.

By passing Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418, the legislature would be closing this
justice gap for youths who have been abused, abandoned, and neglected, as other state
legislatures have already done. These reforms would merely align state law with existing federal
law and with Congress’ intent to provide protection to youths up to the age of2l. These bills will
ensure that eligible youths would be able to benefit from this important protection. I strongly
urge the Committee to consider and pass these bills.

Sincerely,

lyB.Lg
Staff Attorney
Justice Center of Southeast Massachusetts
Subsidiary ofSouth Coastal Covnties Legal Services
231 Main Street, Suite 201
Brockton, MA 02301
(774) 488-597

cc:

Stanley C. Rosenberg
Senate President
State House, Room 332
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Senator Karen E. Spilka
Chair, Committee on Ways & Means
State House, Room 312
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Senator Cynthia S. Creem
State House, Room 3 12A
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Robert A. DeLeo
Speaker of the House
State House, Room 356
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Representative Brian S. Dempsey
Chair, Committee on Ways & Means
State House, Room 243
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Representative Louis L. Kafka
State House, Room 185
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

231 Main Street, Suite 20], Brockton, A’.L4 02301-4342
TEL (508,) 586-2110 ‘ (800) 244-8393 * FAX (508) 587-3222

JcSi isfiinded by cotporaiions, foundatian, and the followingpartners:

Massachusetts Legal Assistance Corporatlou jtcj
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June 22, 2015

The Honorable William N. Brownsberger, Chair
The Honorable John V. Fernandes, Chair
Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House, Room 136 and Room 243
Boston, MA 02133

RE: An Act Relative to Special Juveniles, Senate Bill No. 740.
An Act Relative to Special Juveniles, House Bill No. 1418.

Dear Senators and Representatives:

My name is Jenny Dunne and I am writing in support of the above-named bills presently
before the Judiciary Committee.

I am a Master’s level clinician employed by KeySteps Boston, a social service agency that
places counselors in Boston Public High Schools to provide counseling, case management and
support services. For the past eight years I have been based out of Boston International High
School in Dorchester. Our school serves newly arrived immigrant youth who are learning English
vihiIe working towards their high school graduation. Due to the population that Boston International
serves I have become very familiar with immigrant youth and the trauma and troubles they face
before, during and after emigration to the United States. I have worked with many youth who are
saddled with the additional challenge of not having legal status in the United States. Often times I
become aware of this issue as students begin to transition out of high school and seek opportunities
to work or continue their education in a higher education institute. At this time the limitations of their
legal status becomes glaringly obvious, and their hard work and sacrifices seem to have been made
in vain.

Some of our students come from very difficult situations in which they have been severely
neglected, abused or abandoned by their parents. For example I had one young woman whose
farriily left her in custody of a family friend to come to the United States. While living with this
“friend” she was treated as an indentured servant and was often not given appropriate nourishment
or clothing. Upon running away from this situation she ended up sleeping in an area park where
she was raped repeatedly. Due to these rapes she contracted Hepatitis and became pregnant.
But due to her legal status she was afraid to seek assistance and waited until she was legally an
adult, age 18, to disclose her troubles.

Students who might qualify for an immigration status because of their past history are
frequently too afraid to disclose their situation or don’t realize that telling their life story might help
them. And many, like the student I worked with, do not begin to talk about their life stories until after

Boston International High School Charlestown High School The English High School
West Roxbury Academy Urban Science Academy
P.O. Box 300766. Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-0007

(617) 524-4951 •ww.keystepsboston.orcj FAX (617) 524-7345
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they are 18 when most of their opportunities to present themselves to the Probate and Family Court
are no longer an option.

The amount of students that are considered part of this population and have suffered this
specific type of abuse or neglect is small. However, for the youth that this opportunity applies to the
approval of this bill can be life changing. I strong support Senate bill No. 684 and House Bill No.
1414 and request that the Judiciary Committee members vote in favor of this proposed legislation.

Respectfully submitted,

Jenny Dunne, MEd.

KeySteps Boston
Boston International High School
100 Maxwell Street
Dorchester, MA 02124
617-265-7417
jdunne@keystepsboston.org

Boston International High School Charlestown High School The English High School
West Roxbury Academy Urban Science Academy
P.O. Box 300766 Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-0007

(617) 524-4951 www.keystepaboston.org . FAX (617) 524-7345
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June 24, 2015

Re: SB 740 and HB 1418

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am President of Kids In Need of Defense (KIND), a national organization that provides
pro bono representation for unaccompanied children who have fled to the U.S. for protection
from violence and other grave harm, including abuse, abandonment, and neglect. KIND’s office
in Boston represents children in the Commonwealth as well as other New England states. I
write on behalf of our organization in support of Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418, which will
provide a pathway for the 1 8- to 20-year-old children referred to us who have been abused,
abandoned, or neglected by their parents to seek protection through Special Immigrant Juvenile
Status (SIJS) to which they are otherwise entitled under federal law.

Federal law allows unaccompanied children to apply for SIJS until their 21st birthday, but
Massachusetts state law poses barriers to young people ages 1 8-20 from obtaining the predicate
order from the Massachusetts Probate and Family Court necessary to apply for SIJS. These
young people need and are eligible for the protection of SIJS and rely upon the adults in their
lives for support. They are in every way identical to their slightly younger peers except for, due
to the legal technicality of their age, they do not require a custody adjudication. This technicality
under state law is the barrier to their finding stability through SIJS.

It is common for KIND Boston to receive referrals from high school guidance
counselors for children in the I 8-to-20 age range. Because children are often afraid to talk about
their undocumented status, the issue may not be raised until that child is applying to college and
needs financial aid or other benefits to which his or her undocumented status is a barrier. KIND
has at least two 1 8-20-year old clients in this situation, one who just graduated from East Boston
High School and another who just graduated from the Cambridge Rindge & Latin School. These
are exactly the type of students the Commonwealth wants to keep in its community, and yet
these youths’ lives are on hold while they wait to see if they can change their immigration status
to one that will allow them to access higher education despite being indigent.

These two graduates are examples of a larger community of aspiring teens that need the
protection of the Commonwealth. Many are bright and eager students who do not take the gift of
education for granted. They are pursuing their education to become contributing members of
society, yet struggling to find stability in the face of impending deportation. Just like their
schoolmates, they remain dependent on the adults in their lives for protection and support. The
abuse, abandonment, and neglect which has led them to seek safety in the Commonwealth and
the protection they have found here make them eligible for SIJS if not for the particular barrier
they face in the Probate and Family Court.

Kids in Need of Defense (KIND)
dO Nutter McClennen & Fish, LLP Seaport West, 155 Seaport Blvd. • Boston, MA 02210

www. supportkind.orc
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The determination of these two students and of many more of their peers have allowed
them to overcome serious violence and neglect in their countries of origin. That determination
will also allow them to succeed in their futures if the Probate and Family Court is given the tools
provided by SB 740 and HB 1418 to grant the order necessary for the children to seek protection
and stabilize their future. For these reasons, we ask you to support these bills and the children of
the Commonwealth that will benefit from them.

Sincerely,

Wendy Young
President

Kids in Need of Defense (KIND)
CIO Nutter McClennen & Fish, LLP Seaport West, 155 Seaport Blvd. Boston, MA 02210

www.supportki nd.on
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June 24, 2015

Senator Brownsberger
Senate Chair,Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House Room 413C
Boston MA 02133

Representative Fernandes
House Chair, Joint Committee on the Judiciary
State House Room 136
Boston MA 02133

MIRA Coalition Testimony in Support of S.740 and H.1418, “An Act relative to special juveniles,”
Sponsored by Senator Creem and Representative Kafka

Honorable Chairs and Members of the Joint Committee on the Judiciary,

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on this important matter. On behalf of the MIRA Coalition, we
respectfully submit testimony in support of S.740 and H.1418, “An act relative to special juveniles” (hereafter “the Special
Juvenile Bil”), sponsored by Senator Creem and Representative Kafka.

The Massachusetts Immigrant and Refugee Advocacy Coalition (MIRA) is the largest organization in New England advocating
for the rights, opportunities and integration of immigrants and refugees in Massachusetts and nationwide. IvIIRA involves an
active membership of approximately 140 organizations in Massachusetts and New England, including community-based
organizations, social service organizations, ethnic associations, schools, refugee resettlement agencies, health centers and
hospitals, faith-based institutions, unions and law firms, as well as thousands of individual members, contributors and allies.

NIRA strongly supports the Special Juvenile Bill because it would correct a procedural obstacle which has prevented survivors
of parental abandonment, abuse and neglect from applying for an immigration status the federal government has long
intended they receive. In the face of seemingly intractable Congressional differences over immigration reform, one
coinmonsense and uncontroversial point of widespread agreement is that persons for whom Congress has specifically
provided a pathway to status should be permitted and encouraged to apply for that status, rather than to remain or become
undocumented and live in the shadows.

linmake clear why the Special Juvenile Bill is needed, it is necessary to explain an immigration status known as “Special
Immigrant Juvenile” (hereafter “S1J”) Status. Tn 1990, Congress created the SIJ classification in order to provide a path to
“lawful permanent resident” status (often informally called “green card” status) for abandoned, abused and neglected youth
far whom reunification with one or both parents was not viable.’ Pursuant to federal law, youth must first obtain an
assessment from a state family court of her history of abandonment, abuse or neglect by one or both parent(s) before she may
apply to the federal government for SIT classification. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (hereafter “USCIS”). the
federal agency charged with adjudicating applications for immigration status, relies on state courts’ assessments and
subsequently determines whether a youth qualifies for SIJ Status. USCIS cannot adjudicate an application for SIJ Status in the

I SL’.S.C. 110l(a)(27)(J) and 1255(h).
Supported by
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absence of a predicate state court assessment of abuse. Under federal immigration law, SIj classification is available to
qualifying immigrant youth under the age of 21.

In Massachusetts, many youth ages 18-20 are prevented from accessing the Probate and Family Court to seek an assessment of
their histories of abandonment, abuse or neglect because a child typically must be under 18 to fall under Probate and Family
Court jurisdiction. 1’his jurisdictional limit was not meant to keep the S1J application process out of reach for youth ages 18—
20, yet that has been its unintended consequence. Effectively, aside from youth in DCF custody, there is a gap in protection
for youth ages 18—20 who have survived abuse, neglect or abandonment and who would be able to apply to the federal
government for Slj Status but for the absence of predicate court findings. The Spccialjuvenile Bill would close this
protection gap by raising the Probate and Family Court jurisdictional cut-off to age 21 so/e/y in cases where these pmdicate assessments
are sought thereby aligning state jurisdiction with the federal age limit to apply for SIJ Status.

Through our member organizations, .MIRA has learned of several occasions where youths with histories of abuse learned of
the existence of SIJ Status too late to access Probate and Family Court and were tragically unable to apply. Unfortunately,
many children are not identified as victims of abandonment, abuse or neglect until near the time of high school graduation,
often by a social worker, medical professional or trusted high school guidance counselor. Youth who learn of their potential
eligibility too late arc frequently left undocumented and unable to qualify for needed services or to afford a higher education
due to a lack of immigration status.

As you know, living with a history of abuse or abandonment is difficult even for citizens. Childhood trauma can pervade
nun aspects of an individual’s life. The harmful effects of abuse arc compounded when combined with a lack of immigration
stanas which leaves one categorically ineligible for many benefits and services as well as highly anxious and reluctant to seek
ant help that may be available. Thus, application for SIJ Status is, for those who qualify, often the first step in a life-long
process of healing from abuse.

7ere the Special Juvenile Bill enacted, adjudication of eligibility for STJ Status would continue to remain the sole responsibility
of the federal government. The Probate and Family Court does not have, and would not gain, the ability to determine any
person’s eligibility for an imnmigration benefit. Instead, the Probate and Family Courts’ limited role in the SIj adjudication
process would remain as under current law: to assess a youth’s history of abuse and determine whether reunification with one
or both parents were viable.

Eased on estimates from USC1S data, we believe the youth who would seek Probate and Family Court assessments as a result
of the technical correction provided by the Special Juvenile Bill would number only approximately 40 per year and would
therefore not burden the Courts. \/liile 40 is a small number of persons, the impact on those individuals’ lives cannot be
overstated. SIJ Status means the difference between life as an undocumented person perpetually living in the shadows and
‘u1nerable to severe exploitation and life as a documented, work authorized resident on a pathway to recovery and citizenship.
jccordingiy, while the effect this Bill would have on the Probate and Family Courts would be nominal, its effect on a few
tloeen youth per year would be life—changing.

As the federal Congress continues to stall immigration reform, a needless hurdle to application for a status that a/ready exists is
indefensible. No one for whom Congress has already created a path to citizenship should live her life undocumented. ST
clasification is a long—standing and uncontroversial federal immigration remedy. Closing Massachusetts’s jurisdictional gap for
the limited purpose of allowing abuse survivors to access our state courts would ensure that individuals who already qualify for
SI Status are simply able to demonstrate that eligibility — and to begin to heal.

Supported by
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For all of the above reasons, MIRA strongly recommends a swift favorable report for the Special Juvenile Bill. Should you
have any questions about our testimony, please contact our State Polic Director, Shannon Erwin, at

syan@miracoalition.org or (617)350-5480 ext. 222.

Thank you for considering our testimony.

Respectfully submitted,

Eva Millona
Executive Director

Shannon Erwin
State Policy Director

Supported by
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SENATE BILL 740 & HOUSE BILL 1418
RELATING TO SPECIAL JUVENILE SURVIVORS

Iris Gomez, Esq. and Susan Elsen, Esq.
Massachusetts Law Reform Institute

June 22, 2015

This long-awaited legislation would, if enacted, remove a legal impediment to the ability
of a small number of abused, abandoned, and neglected immigrant youth to equitably access
state court judicial remedies, in order to permanently regularize their legal status and secure the
social and economic opportunities they need and deserve.

Federal law provides a process by which abused, abandoned and neglected youth under
the age of 21 may obtain permanent legal status in the United States. However, Massachusetts
law does not provide a mechanism for some 18-21 year olds to avail themselves of their right to
seek this protection. This bill would provide the needed mechanism. Current Massachusetts
statutory law restricts state probate and family court jurisdiction over abused, abandoned, and
neglected 18-2 1 year olds to those who have become involved with the Massachusetts
Department of Children and Families and voluntarily accede to ongoing state custody.’

S. 740/H. 1418 corrects this jurisdictionalflaw — deterring unnecessary recourse by young
immigrant survivors to the already overburdened Department of Children and Families in
situations where there are appropriate alternatives, while restoring a measure of equity to the
state court system overall. Enactment of this legislation would, importantly, also open a pathway
for these survivors to obtain state judicial findings that are a prerequisite for seeking permanent
legal status under a Special Immigrant Juvenile law Congress specifically enacted for their
benefit.2Under the special federal juvenile law, before an abused, abandoned, or neglected child
under the age of 21 may apply for permanent immigration status, a state court must have first
determined that there was abuse, abandonment, or neglect, among other findings. No federal
agency has comparable legal authority to enter the required findings. Consequently, access to the
traditional state court forum for such matters is a preliminary threshold that these young
immigrant survivors must cross in order to permanently stabilize their legal status in the United
States. Over 20 states currently provide some mechanism for continuing or initiating state court
jurisdiction after age 18, and several specifically provide a mechanism for doing so until age 2l.

See generally, M.G.L. Ch. 119, §39 et. seq.
2 8 U.S.C. 1 102(a)(27)(J) and 1255(h).

See, for example, N.Y. Fam. Ct. Act § 661(a).
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Permanent residence (popularly known as a “green card”), brings multiple social benefits
that support strategic policy choices like this one that would remove an artificial legal barrier
unnecessarily obstructing access to such status. Stabilizing an abuse victim’s permanent legal
status has been shown to improve recovery from trauma and abuse and facilitates the
permanency planning that youth especially need to develop healthy and productive lives.4
Regularizing status, moreover, demonstrably increases wage-earning potential5and improves
health6,thereby contributing to the prevention and reduction of poverty, which is especially
significant among children from immigrant families.7

Over the long run, these socioeconomic benefits inure not only to the young immigrant
survivors whose lives are improved, but also to the communities in which they are allowed to
grow and prosper and, consequently, to the socioeconomic stability and prosperity of the
Commonwealth overall.

‘ See, generally, Child We1ftirefr the Twenty-first Century: A 1-lanclbook of Practices, Polices and Prc grains,
edited by Gerald P. Mallon and Peg McCartt I-less (Columbia University Press 2005).

See Congressional Budget Office, Cost Estimate Report on S. 744 Border Security, Economic Opportunity,
and Inunigration Modernization Act (June 18, 2013), available at: https://cbo.rov/publication/44225.
6See Oropesa, R.S., Nancy S. Landale, Marianne M. Hillemeier, Family legal status and health: Measurement
dilemmas in studies of Mexican-origin children, Social Science & Medicine 138 (2015) 57-67.
7See Migration Policy Institute, Frequently Requested Statistics, available at:

(showing that approximately a third of children from immigrant families live in poverty.)
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June 22, 2015

Dear Sir or Madam,

I am an ESL teacher at Phoenix Charter Academy (PCA) in Chelsea, Massachusetts. I am writing this letter
in support of HB 1418 and SB 740, in order to assist older youth, 18-20, who were abused, neglected, or
abandoned.

In working at PCA, I have worked with numerous 18-20 year old immigrant students who fit into the
categories of being abused, neglected, or abandoned. These students are deeply invested in their education
and academic success, but their academic achievement is harmed by the lack of access to resources needed
to balance work, school, and other life obligations, or to attend college.

Many of these students came to the U.S. to escape extreme violence in their home countries. While in the
U.S., many students are abandoned by family and forced to care for themselves. Some find themselves
homeless, and without assistive resources. One of my students stated that his family abandoned him, forcing
him to work in order to obtain the funds to care for hirnself which prevented him from high achievement in
school. In other cases, my students are subject to neglect or abuse. They are afraid to seek assistance for fear
that it may impact their immigration status. For instance, one student was the victim of domestic abuse. For
many months, she had nowhere to go, and, as a result, remained in the unsafe environment with her abuser.
She, like many other students, was afraid to seek assistance or take legal action for fear that her legal status
would be a barrier, or, that in turn, she would face legal action due to her status. I believe that HB 1418 and
SB 740 would give young people in similar situations access to necessary resources.

These bills would encourage talented, intelligent, and dedicated students to attend college. These students
are often the most hardworking and driven students in our school. These students make honor roll and win a
high number of academic awards. They are the students that teachers refer to as leaders in their classrooms.
1—lowever, many of these gifted and motivated students become disillusioned with school when they realize
that there are barriers that will prevent them from attending college. If these students could obtain Special
Immigrant Juvenile Status, they would be able to attend college and positively contribute to society.

I strongly support HB 1418 and SB 740. Manyl8-20 year-old students in Massachusetts would benefit from
-the bill and, as a result, positively contribute to the Commonwealth.

Sincerely,

!s!Rachel Weislow
Rachel Weislow, J.D.
ESL Teacher
Phoenix Charter Academy
59 Nichols Street
Chelsea, MA 02150

59 Nichols Street * Chelsea, MA 02150 617889,3100 fax 617.889.3144 • www.phoenixcharteracademy.org
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Somerville Public Schools
Education inspiration • Excellence

Somerville High School Guidance Department

Date: June 18,2015

I, Anne Herzberg Eden, write to offer testimony in support of Massachusetts Senate Bill
740; House Bill 1418, An Act Relative to Special Juveniles.

As a school counselor who works exclusively with English Language Learners at
Somerville High School, I have extensive experience working with immigrant youth as
well as their families and guardians. Prior to my work at Somerville High School, I
worked in Tucson, Arizona at a high school and with adjudicated youth in a diversion
program as well as with children in Department of Children and Families (DCF) custody
at the Walker Home and School in Needham, MA. Although school counselors do not
usually have a deep understanding of the various immigration issues, the specific
makeup of my caseload has required that I do my research when it comes to options
open to students in various situations and be able to connect them to the appropriate
resources in the community whenever necessary.

For each of the past eight years, I have been working with approximately 250 high
school students in Somerville who, coming from over 25 different countries, all are in
various stages of learning English and are all working towards a high school diploma.
As a district employee, I help students with academic, personal/social, and post-
secondary planning needs, all without asking them about their particular immigration

___________

story. Each year, more and more students would open up to me about their particular
stories and how they were shaped — both for good and bad — by their pasts. Once
students realized that my office (set within the Welcome Center of Somerville High
School) was not only a welcoming place but a safe place to talk about immigration
status and to ask questions about things that they could not ask their government or
Career Technology Education teachers, my office became not only a place where my
students came to ask questions, but where they brought their friends and friends’ friends
to ask questions.

What has become most evident to me in my work with immigrant students is that
although they trust me with their questions, I cannot possibly have the expertise to
answer all of them accurately — nor should that really be the job of a high school
counselor. Reaching out into the community, I found organizations like GBLS, CLA,
SIM, MIRA, IIIC and others that could help me help my students connect with those
knowledgeable enough to answer their specific questions. Like in many situations in
life, I had not realized what I had not known and it had probably prevented some of my
students from obtaining the legal aid that they needed. Even now that I do know more
about many of types of relief available for students in certain situations, 1 still struggle to
connect many deserving students with legal representation before the deadlines that they
have to meet.

Many of my students at Somerville High School are older than traditional high school students because of
the years of schooling lost either to moving or due to situations relating to political unrest, family tragedy,
poverty, as well as a host of other issues common to migrant youth. Many students do not even register
for school upon coming to the US because they do not learn right away that they are eligible to do so.

i5iiit’

Our Schools are smong the reasons why Somerville was named one of the “100 Best Communities for Young People’ from 2008-2011. j 9
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Often, I see students who have been living or working here for one or two years before someone they meet
asks them why they are not attending school. Once registered, these students are often quite behind but
also more motivated to succeed than younger students. They are often on their own and have lived
through trying situations. By the time I come to hear about the situations that might allow them legal
relief, they are too old to apply for it.

Another reason that many of my students who would qualify for relief through the SIJ option are not able
to receive it is that they do not find legal representation before they turn 18. Many are scared of letting the
school know that they have been abandoned or mistreated for fear that the school will have to turn them in
to the authorities and many have told me that they have feared deportation. Once they are 18, they may
feel that they can be here alone as adults and so they come forward to let someone at our school know
about their situations. Other students do reach out before the age of 18 to try to consult with a lawyer but
because of the lack of resources available for free, they often cannot afford to have a consultation or they
call repeatedly to one of the immigration attorneys in the area that specialize in working with youth in the
area only to realize that their calls are not returned in time.

What I and many professionals who work with immigrant youth are left with is the knowledge that we
often cannot help students find their way to an attorney and in front of a judge before the age of 18 and
that because we live in Massachusetts and not one of the states that allows SIJ cases through the age of2l,
our equally hard-working and deserving students are out of luck. I would like nothing more than for my
students who have survived difficult journeys, dangerous situations, abusive or neglectful environments,
and who are not able to plead their case by the age of 18 to have the same opportunities as those in other
states that are able to apply through the age of 21. Although these students are seen as adults in many
parts of their lives, they attend our public schools, have often lost much of their childhoods, and need our
support if they are to be successful and productive members of our communities.

Despite their many struggles, my students wake up day after day with the hope that they still have a
chance to succeed and they inspire me daily with their courage and perseverance. I am quite certain that
allowing young adults who qualify for SIJ status to apply through their 2V year will give more deserving
students an opportunity to come forward and to tell their stories for the opportunity for a path for a future
here in this country. It will allow educators and mental health professionals such as me to have more time
to get students the legal representation that they need and to do so in a safe and supportive way — without
overly restrictive time pressure. It will allow students living with aunts/uncles, older brothers/sisters,
grandparents, family friends, and distant relatives an opportunity to turn their painful pasts into hope for
the future.

I strongly support Massachusetts Senate Bill 740; House Bill 1418. Approval of these bills would allow a
previously overlooked/ineligible group of young adults a path towards a bright future in our country and
full participation in our community and society.

I would have liked to testify in person, but I cannot attend due to previously-scheduled professional
obligations. Nonetheless, I am pleased to submit this written testimony in support of this important
proposed change in the law.

Respe y bmitted,

nne Hrzberg Eden
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Testimony in Support of Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418
An Act Relative to Special Juveniles

June 24, 2015

Dear lIonorable Members of the Joint Committee on the Judiciary:

I urge you to support An Act Relative to Special Juveniles, a small change with a big
impact. If passed, these bills vill drastically change the trajectory of the lives of one of our
most vulnerable populations — victims ofchild abuse. They will provide hope in hopeless
situations. Specifically, this important and long awaited legislation simply allows youths under
the age of 21 to access our state Probate and Family courts to obtain certain court orders
regarding child abuse. With these orders in hand, youths who were abused, abandoned or
neglected by those who were entrusted with their care can apply [hr a permanent residency in
the United States. Once at the mercy of their perpetrators, these survivors can now gain
control of their lives, their Future. Small change, big impact.

Presently, this access to our state court and these findings is limited to youths under 18
years old and to youths, who have an opportunity to voluntarily place themselves back into
state care. I lowever, there are a minority of youths, who were similarly abused but went
undetected by our child welfare system and who meet all the criteria for these court orders and
immigration status, Yet, there is no state mechanism in place for them to obtain these orders
necessary for the immigration benefits application. In essence, the state is blocking these
youths from an important life changing federal benefit. It is time to remove this blockade and
give these youths an opportunity for a better life.

Since 1990, the federal government has recognized that abused, neglected, or abandoned
youths need and deserve special protection. As such, they created the Special immigrant
.Juvenile Status (SIJS), an immigration status that leads to a ‘green card” and potentially
citizenship. Supported by both sides of the political aisle, SIJS laws have expanded over the
years to ensure that youths trncler twenty-one years of age can access this benefit. In fact, the
last amendment to the legislation unanimously passed through Congress and was one of the
last pieces of legislation signed into law by George W. Bush before he left office. Federal
officials support SIJS because they understand the ramifications of allowing victims of child
abuse to remain in the shadows without hope of’improving their circumstances. Victims of
abuse without an immigration status too often succumb to exploitation or further victimization
while in the United States. With SIJS, these youths can pursue their dreams of going to college,
living independently, and being in control of their own destinies.

These bills are consistent with the spirit and intent of federal immigration law to
protect victims of child abuse, abandonment and neglect. Drafted with the office of Chief
Justice Paula Carey during her appointment as Chief’Justice of the Probate and Family Court,
these bills offer a small technical change to the law. To make these SIJS orders, Probate and
Family Court judges as skilled fhct-checkers and experts in identifying child abuse and neglect,
will undergo the same type of analysis and considerations as it would in any other case of an
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abused, neglected, or abandoned child. These bills do not require them to do more than what
they already do except their findings must be explicit and in writing. The federal government
relies on their expertise in the “best of the interest of the child’ matters. Although the federal
government gives great deference to state courts on its findings of facts, immigration officials
independently investigate, review, and adjudicate a SIJS petition and subsequent “green card”
application. In fiscal year 201F (October 1, 2013 — September 30, 201.1.), US Citizenship and
Immigration Services approved less than 5000 SIJS application nationwide. Furthermore, each
year, the federal government caps the number of SIJS visas it will issue. The visa category,
which also includes four other immigration statuses, is limited to 9,800 visas nationwide per
fiscal year. Though mundane and innocuous, these bills provide an invaluable opportunity for a
discreet segment of the population and fulfill the goal of the federal law to protect victims of
child abuse.

Though SIJS is available for victims of child abuse until they turn twenty-one (21) years
old, Massachusetts limits, for the most part, those who can apply for SIJS to victims ofchild
abuse 18 years old and younger. It is simply unjust. Many youths do not know their
immigration status or do not attempt to address their immigration needs until they want to
apply for college, employment or a driver’s license. These desires usually surface around their
8L birthday. If they meet all of the SIJS criteria but did not obtain the court orders before

their 18th birthday, they are foreclosed from even applying for STJS despite the availability on
the federal level to their 2 i birthday. As you can imagine, this unnecessarily creates
frustration and a sense of defeat. Instead of pursuing and receiving the benefits of higher
education and authorized employment, these victims of abuse often slip back into the shadows
of the undocumented becoming more vulnerable to exploitation and further abuse.

As an immigration attorney for the past ten years and now director of the Immigration
Clinic at Suffolk University Law School, I cannot express the anguish an attorney feels turning
away a young person with so much promise because of state bureaucracy. I respectfully urge
the Commonwealth to make this small change to the law to protect and assist all victims of
child abuse and allow them an opportunity to turn their trauma into triumph.

Sincerely,

Virgipienza9’ (
Sipervising 4ttornLy
Immigration Clinic
Suffolk University Law School
My Iethmony Jc nol rprnt Ie vt. rfSuffaTh U,i,wrs,fv
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HFmPING SuRvIvoRs OF CHILD ABusi REBuILD THEIR LIvEs

June 2015

Dear Honorable Senators and Representatives,

RE: Support for S. 740 and H. 1418, an Act Relative to Special Juveniles

‘We, the undersigned organizations, Urge VOU to support an Act Relative to Special juveniles,
sponsored by Senator Cynthia Creem and Representative Louis Kalka. \Vc represent a broa(l cross—
Section of religious, immigration, asylum/relligee, human rights, civil liberties, child weiftire, youth
and community grou 1mm across (lie state. Ilus l)ill vOuI(l implement a critically needed change
in state court access br youths who have suflered Irom abuse, neglect or abandonment.

Federal imnugration law provides immigrant youths who have been abused, neglected, or
abandoned with an opportunity to become lav1uI permment residents (“green car(l holders”)
through classification asa “Special Immigranijuvenile.” To qualify as a special immigrant juvenile
(“SIJ”), an immigrant must provide the federal government with a number of required documents
to establish eligibility, including specific state court orders and findings regarding the abuse and
the best interest of the youth. Federal law permits classification as a special immigrant juvenile
up until age 21.

Despite the availability un(ler lederal law of Sl.J status until a youth’s 2Et birthday, state law currently
bars certain youths aged 18 — 21 Ironi obtainmg the Predicate state court orders necessary to apply
ftw S1J status. This bill simply creates a path to state court ftr these youths, thereby giving them a
means to apply ftir the status br which the lc(leral government deems them deserving, and a chance
to build viable arnl productive lives.

Every month, Massachusetts legal service Providers must turn away or umlertake complicated legal
cases br youths, who might have l)een able to apply br S1J status had they lound legal assistance
bebore they reached their 18 birthday. But, having been brought to the 1 J.S. against their will, or
having [led abuse or abandonment on their own, many of these youths are often unable to bind legal
assistance in time. Now, they lcd victimize(l not only by the abuse, abandonment or neglect but by
the circumstances that lost them their one chance at legal status — and left them consiglie(l to the
shadows of society and the continued threat of exploitation.

Massachusetts should (ho the right thing to ensure that every youth eligible lou SIJ can apply. Ilioughi
the numl)ers ol youths who would he impacted by this bill are modest, their stories arc deeply
compeilnig and (lemonstrate that they deserve this conunonsense relorin. An Act Relative to Special
Juveniles vill guarantee that every youth who has suffered 1mm abuse, abamlonment, or neglect will
have an opportunity to rel)uild his or her hi1i asal’ulh h)ar(icil)uit oh our society.

Support for an Act Relative to Special Juveniles
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\Ve urge you to SU1)port tins legislation to improve access to state court and (lie liberty
ami saicty ol SOme ol our moSt vulnerable youths.

Sincerely,

Supporters of An Act Relative to Special juveniles

American Civil Liberties ITnion of
\‘I assachuse tt s

Ascentria Care Alliance

Elizabeth Badger
Kids in Need of Defense (KIND)

jetta Bernier, Executive Director
Massachusetts Citizens kr Children

Berkshire hmigrant Center

Boston University Scbool of Law Asylum
and I luman Rights Clinic

Gabriel Camacho
Project Voice Regional Director
American Friends Service Committee

Casa Myrna Vazquez, Inc.

Catholic Charities Archdiocese ol Boston

Catholic Social Services of Fall River

Central West justice Center

Centro Presente

Chelsea Collaborative

Children’s Law Center of Massachusetts

Community Legal Services and Counseling
Center

Greater Boston Legal Services

Ju(lltlI E. Diamond, Clinical Associate
Professor of Law.

Stephanie F. Goldenliersh, Clinical
Instructor, Harvard Legal Aid Bureau kr
idciiü/ica 11011 1i17)0SCS oii/i

Harvarol Legal Aid Bureau

Anne i-Ierzberg Eden, Guidance Counselor
Somerville I Iigl i School /o1-I(/(1jtj/i(1Uon pulpows

onli’

Mary 1—lolper, Associate Clinical Professor,
Boston College Law School, Ii,rjJcnn7jca1jn
pU17)0SLS 011/j

JO1)s ‘ithi .Justice

justice at Worl

justice Center of Southeast Massachusetts,
LLC

Kids In Need of Defense (KIND)

Elsa Martinez
Assistant Director, Eastern Massachusetts

uAspire (formerly ACCESS)

Massachusetts Association ol I hispanic
Atkwnes

Support for an Act Relative to Special juveniles
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Massachusetts Immigi ant and Refugee Political Asylum/ Imniigation

Advocacy Coalition (M IRA) Representation Project (PAIR)

Massachusetts Law Rclbrm Institute Jane Rocamora, Attorney
F-Iarvard Immigration and Refugee Clinic of

MataHari Women’s Worker Center Greater Boston Legal Services ün-idciitñ’icaiIoii
JIU!7)OSCS On/F

Samantlia Morton, Executive Director

On behalf ol Medical—Legal Partnership Rita Rcscndc, Esq., Clinical Law Fellow

Boston, Boston Medical Center Immigiation Law Clinic; University of MA
School of Law — Dartmouth Ioridcnüiicaiion

T JJUJ7)OSCS OflIJ
Metro’v est Legal Services

Spanisl i American Center (Lcominster)National Immigration Project ol the National
Lawyers Guild

Irene Scharl, Prolessor
(Iniversity of Massachusetts School ol Law Ibr
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8 Wellington Court, #2
Dorchester, Massachusetts 02121
June 24, 2015

The Honorable William N. Brownsberger, Senate Chair
The Honorable John H. Fernandes, House Chair
Members, Joint Committee on the Judiciary Committee
State House, Room A-2
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

RE: An Act Relative to Special Juveniles
Senate Bill 740 and House Bill 1418

Dear Senator Brownsberger, Representative Fernandes, and Members of the Joint Committee on
the Judiciary:

My name is Franklin Santiago. I am writing this letter to request that you approve An Act
Relative to Special Juveniles in Massachusetts. I benefitted from the Special Immigrant Juvenile
provision of the federal immigration law and have been a legal permanent resident in the United
States for about two years. That has totally changed my life and given me a future.

I was born in the Dominican Republic. When I was young I lived with my siblings and
both of my parents. My father left our family when I was about five years old to live in the
United States. After he left he was in touch with us occasionally by phone. My mother took
care of my siblings and me.

When I was about nine years old, my mother told me that my father wanted me to come
to the United States to live with him. We spoke and he confirmed that he wanted me to come
here to be with him. I was thrilled to be able to receive his invitation and arrived on May 8,
2005.

After I arrived in Boston I lived with my father and his new partner. Unfortunately,
about a year after I arrived my father decided to return to the Dominican Republic, leaving me at
age eleven, with a family friend here in the United States. He stayed in touch with me for about
a year and a half after he left, but then he stopped calling or sending any money for my support.
I feel that he abandoned me twice, once when I was five and again when I was eleven, even after
he invited me to come be with him. I don’t know where he is now and have not spoken to or
heard from him in over three years. He has dropped out of my life. I am in touch with my
mother but she has been unable to help me or provide me with any type of financial support.

The person with whom my father left me took very good care of me. I think of her as my
mother. She has two children and I think of them as my brother and sister. Together we are a
family.
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Several years ago through a friend I came to know a social worker who talked with me
once in a while. Shortly before my 18th birthday I got brave enough to mention to her my
problem of not having a legal status in the United States. She recommended that I get legal help.
It was not until then that I learned that there might be a way to resolve my situation and get a
legal status in the United States.

I was very lucky and was able to go to the Probate and Family Court just before my 18th

birthday. Our family friend who has been raising me officially became my legal guardian. The
judge agreed that my father abandoned me and that it is in my best interest to stay in the United
States. The judge’s decision allowed me the chance to apply for classification as a Special
Immigrant Juvenile and for permanent residence in the United States. My applications were
approved in 2013.

In the summer of 2013, with my new green card, I was able to get ajob right away. I
worked for the NAACP in a summer jobs program and then I had a part-time job at Walgreen’s.
Now I work thirty-two hours per week in housekeeping at Faneuil Hall. I am happy to be able to
take care of some of what I need myself.

I graduated in 2014 from Charlestown High School and am now a student at Bunker Hill
Community College. I love it. My dream is to become a marine biologist and that is what I am
studying at Bunker Hill. I am very concerned about what is happening with the ocean and the
dead zones caused by chemicals in the water. I hope one day to have my own business to
address this and other pressing environmental issues.

If I had not met the social worker who advised me to get legal help, I never would have
had the chance to even try to get legal permanent resident status in the United States. As it was,
we had to work quickly to get to Court before I turned eighteen. Having a green card has
changed my life and has opened the door for my future. I know other young adults like me who
also might qualify for a green card the way I did. They just weren’t so lucky to get help before
they turned 18.

I hope the Judiciary Committee will vote in favor of Sen. Bill 740 and House Bill 1418 so
that other 18—21 year olds who might qualify for permanent residents as “special juveniles” will
have the opportunity to go to Probate and Family Court, explain their situation to a judge, and
have a chance for a real future, too. I feel like the United States is my home arid I know they do
as well.

Thank you for your consideration.

Is! Franklin Santiago
Franklin Santiago
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